
Rachel and Rodeo and Saffron 
 

rachel_75_1: a little sprinkle of Saffron and you be tasting her for hours  

rachel_75_1: heyyy i like that thought  

rachel_75_1: lol 

asianloving1112: omg wow lol 

Saffron lee: smiles wickedly i think these girls are in heat Draz 

Saffron lee: you need to get that hose pipe out 

rachel_75_1: i cant whisper you back whisper lol  

D r a z: saffron they all are all the time .something about walking in the door does it 

asianloving1112: hey i already got wet yesterday! 

rachel_75_1: he doesnt get his hose out when am here lol 

Saffron lee: i think you put something in their drinks Draz 

Saffron lee: now i know what your plan is 

sweet_rodeo_girl: gets in line behind rachel 

rachel_75_1: i think it's cus am a naughty girl in general cus am like this all the time  

rachel_75_1: lol 

D r a z: its  all in the air ,........ 

Saffron lee: mmmm naughty girls.... 

docjon: it's like one of those pheromone smells that goes through here  

D r a z: pherenomes in the air 

rachel_75_1: grab me hips rodeo we're going in babe 

asianloving1112: doc and draz on the same page 

D r a z: ^5 jon 

Saffron lee: lol 

sweet_rodeo_girl: mmm grips rachels ice bra squeezes and tries not to whimperr 

docjon: high fives  

rachel_75_1: i tucked a candle in me knickers  

rachel_75_1: lol  

docjon: damn *watches the ladies grabbing each other* they don't waste time  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks lead the way  

rachel_75_1: wiggles carefully across the floor as we dont wanna drop our ice cubes nor 

break the candle in me knickers  

rachel_75_1: glances at Saffron and said we're being good so far  

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles shakes my hair loose as we move over to Saffron  

Saffron lee: sits back ..crosses my legs elegantly ......watching these naughty girls 

...checking my blood red nails .......smiling wickedly  

docjon: i get to see saffron cross her legs like that from my view..  

rachel_75_1: as rodeo's hair whips the back of my neck the tingling sensation floods 

crazier than ever through my body  

asianloving1112: lol guys and legs 

sweet_rodeo_girl: tugs rachels ear with my teeth as we both look over at saffron while moving as one on 

the floor 

D r a z: we have to meet somewhere asian .....laffs 



Saffron lee: mmmmm 

docjon: and asian, those legs are so nice to look at.. would be a shame not to give them the 

attention they seek  

docjon: that or stare at breasts  

Saffron lee: swinging my 5 inch heel sexily ...watching you both  

rachel_75_1: turning my head slightly to steal a kiss from rodeo's sweet lips as we 

venture closer n closer to Saffron  

rangerlong532000_1: hello  all 

asianloving1112: yes you tend to do that as well doc 

sweet_rodeo_girl: kisses rachels neck an squeezes her bra with both hands while the music moves my hips  

docjon: can learn quite a bit from watching Draz haha  

Saffron lee: unzips my leather dress at the front just a little pushes my hand inside rolling 

my nipple between my fingers pinching hard as i gasp ..watching the two sexy girls 

before me  

rachel_75_1: twirling round as i then hold rodeo's hips firmly under my hands as she 

holds the candle i had in my knickers in between her teeth, moving to the body 

movements closer than close can get  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at rachel rocks my hips grabs the candle an lets my hips sway with the new song 

as we dance infront of Saffron  

rachel_75_1: peeking over rodeo's shoulder as i glance at Saffron then softly kiss rodeo's 

neck  

Saffron lee: Draz i think they are trying to excite me  

sweet_rodeo_girl: pursss tilts my head and lets my tummy grind against yours 

D r a z:  i do believe you are right 

rachel_75_1: using one arm to hold you and my other as fingertips trail down your 

cleavage  

rachel_75_1: wiggles to the tuneeeee as we grind against oneanother  

Saffron lee: mmmmm rub your nipples together girls feel that hot sexy tingle  

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my hips winks at Saffron as rachel spins me around to show her my legs as i part 

them as rachel pulls me to her  

asianloving1112: i think that already happened 

Saffron lee: reaches for an icecube and stands over you both dripping it down over your 

nipples as you rub them together  

sweet_rodeo_girl: mmmmmmmmm wiggles an tosses my head back  

rachel_75_1: pulls rodeo back up as i watch the ice slowly moving down our cleavages 

dancing harder n faster hair flying everywhere  

sweet_rodeo_girl: groanss rachellll as she pins me between her and Saffron while rachels body moves with 

mine  

rachel_75_1: my leg over hers as we grind and wiggle together pressing into Saffron as 

we go  

Saffron lee: traces my red nails through rodeo girls hair and rachels hearing them 

moaning loudly  

sweet_rodeo_girl: tilts my head to one side smiles and kisses your ear as my ass grinds back and lets the 

ice drip down my tumy making me squirm more 



rachel_75_1: groans as we all grind so much closer nice n soft  

sweet_rodeo_girl: moans wiggles makes rachel push me to Saffron more as hips and boobs move with the 

music  

D r a z:  woo hoo   

rachel_75_1: pinches n twirls rodeo's nipples and hears her squeal as she pushes back 

into Saffron as Saffron grabs rodeo to steady her  

Saffron lee: grabbing rodeo holding her firmly .....steadying her  

sweet_rodeo_girl: pursssssss wiggles and thrusts my hips back and forth letting rachel feel my hard 

nipples as my ass bumps back against saffron  

Saffron lee: reaches over for my 9 inch strapon ..tightens it around me ....cupping rodeos 

breasts rolling her nipples between my fingers  

Saffron lee: stretching them out  

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks with the music smiles and lets my hips swing left and right as my arms wave over 

my head  

sweet_rodeo_girl: groanssssssssss an bucks as i look into rachels  

D r a z: holds a key out for saffron for a room  

sweet_rodeo_girl: dances with rachel as my arms sway over my head and rocks my hips with the fast beat 

Saffron lee: takes the key ..from Draz 

Saffron lee: thankyou 

rachel_75_1: holds rodeo's hands we dance boobies wiggling  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks brushs my tits to yours as you make me move with you side to side  

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles into rachels ear  

D r a z: woukld you like to go with saffrion rodeo ,.,.,.she has a room key 

rachel_75_1: admires her boobies as we wiggle stroking softly the outline  

D r a z: what about  you rachel ? 

rachel_75_1: hang on 1 min sommit i gotta do 1st before i say yes if thats ok 

sweet_rodeo_girl: spins around looks at Safron and pushs back to Rachel 

 

 

Rodeo 
 

sweet_rodeo_girl: this song makes me lay on my back grip the head board and rick my hips side to side 

making my ass move on the bed  

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles as my knees open and close with the beat while my hips sway left and right 

keeping my ass and shoulders flat on the bed 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my head right then left winks at Trisha as my hips sway over my bed pushs up 

with my shoulders and collapses back onto my bed 

sweet_rodeo_girl: waves back closes my eyes and lets my hair cover my face as i rock side to side making 

the bed squeak  

mylstoknowhere: mmm picturin rodeo makin the bed squeak 

sweet_rodeo_girl: runs my hands down my chest cups my breasts lifts them as the lights go out in my 

room  



mylstoknowhere: thats much better than clappin ur hands to turn them off rodeo wink 

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks at the darkness wiggles my hips an lets my small hands slide down my tummy 

and thighs as i move to the beat of this song making my bed move  

D r a z:  watches.as rodeo'shands go manic  to  the new tune 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at rodeo's bed moving 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles moves my hands from one knee to the other as my hips and legs move to the 

fast pace 

D r a z: horizontal charleston 

mylstoknowhere: doing the charlston while layin on ur back? 

sweet_rodeo_girl: rocks my head side to side an bounces on the bed knowing i can't be seen shakes my tits 

at the room  

mylstoknowhere: shake shake girl shake  

D r a z: all that jazzzzzz   

sweet_rodeo_girl: rolls over kicks my feet up smiles and shakes my hair down my back as my hands clap 

with the beat while my ass shimmys left and right 

mylstoknowhere: watchin that ass shimmy ! 

trisha_29: flings a piece of pizza at rodeo off my fork 

sweet_rodeo_girl: hops up onto my knees shakes my head as pizza goes flying giggles and rocks my lower 

body while my arms wave over my head 

mylstoknowhere: 0_0 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slides my small hands down my tummy to my hips as i sway on my knees..looks around 

the dark room and unclips my bra lets it fall onto my knees as my shoulders rock with the rhytum  

mylstoknowhere: watches the bra fall to her knees    

sweet_rodeo_girl: does a little bump and grind as my hands cup my breasts smiles and slides my knees 

apart rockin my head to the new beat  

D r a z: winks at rodeo  

sweet_rodeo_girl: snaps m y fingers rocking my hips left and right while my eyes close an lets my ass 

bounce on the bed  

mylstoknowhere: rock and bounce !! 

D r a z: its all for  us .......... winks at rodeo  

sweet_rodeo_girl: rolls back onto my hands and knees rocks my head as my ass sways an crawls to the 

end of my bed winks at the pizza eater  turns around shakes my head so my hair cover shalf my back but lets 

my butt be seen with the low light as i crawl back up the middle of the huge bed 

sweet_rodeo_girl: slides my hands up the wall as i crawl up the headboard rocking my hips and head 

sitting on my ankles smiles and lets my hips swing side to side while my ass sways with the beat  

D r a z: laffs watching  the good girl on the big bed ..... such a sweet ass  

mylstoknowhere: the good baaaaaaaad girl 

sweet_rodeo_girl: shimmys my shoulders slides my hands into my hair tugs and bends back so my tits can 

be seen under over my body as i sway right left and right again  

mylstoknowhere: thats one bed i would luv to be on  

sweet_rodeo_girl: winks and turns the light off again and slips off onto the floor skips to the bathroom  

mylstoknowhere: or sittin in achair in the corner watchin 

D r a z: laffsssssssss thereshe goes 



sweet_rodeo_girl: shows over guys lol 

D r a z: thanks rodeo  hugsssssssssss 

mylstoknowhere: thx rodeo  

 

 

Trisha 
 
trisha_29: pulls the clip holding my hair up out and shakes my head...hair flying wildly 

trisha_29: winks at myls....hops up to stand on the bar....running down the bar...jumping 

and grasping at the shiney pole....spinning around it...landing on my feet 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo baby shake that ass !!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: winks back while woot wootinggggg!!!!!!1 

trisha_29: grips the pole....leaning my head back...rolling it back and forth with the 

music........ 

 

trisha_29: legs moving to straddle against the pole....hips swaying 

slowly....grinning....dropping my ass down as the music changes....rocking my hips back 

up slowly 

RobinBarnes87: watches trisha against the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggggggggggg baby !!!!!!!....stares in amazement !!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: i do love following her ass !!! 

mylstoknowhere: me toooo dirts ^5 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo myls ^5s !!! 

mylstoknowhere: and the way she rocks those hips mmmmmmmm 

D r a z: watches  as i get  a man sized predicament watching trisha 

trisha_29: giggles....looks back over my shoulder....holding the pole...running my hand up 

and down it...shaking my hips with the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: lol Draz 

RobinBarnes87: giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: omg release the crackin !!!!!! 

trisha_29: laughs and spins...pressing my back to the pole...sliding up and down it 

...gripping the front of my top...threatening to pull and send the buttons flying 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to my baby as she looks so sexy looking over her shoulder 

dirtyrpgirl: squirms on a barstool.....watching 

D r a z: shes a bad habit  thats  just too  good  

trisha_29: leans forward...the pole pressed to my ass....head dropping down and 

swinging my hair around 

dirtyrpgirl: oh my god !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

D r a z: watching  as  trisha  rocks her ass ..........fogetting my manners  

mylstoknowhere: hmmmmmm to be a sturdy pole    

trisha_29: leaning back up...pressing my back to the pole again....sliding my hands down 

over the front of my skirt...gathering it and tugging it up high over my bare 



thighs....dropping my ass down...hands sliding down to grasp my knees...pressing them 

open wide.... 

trisha_29: circling my ass as im squatted down leaning back against the pole....head 

rocking back and forth with the beat of the music 

dirtyrpgirl: good gobble moobly baby !!!! 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh wow o wow !!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: damn you got the music in ya for sure !!!! 

D r a z: watching as the dress inches higher .............walking talking sexmachine  

mylstoknowhere: goobly goooo toooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: lol ,myls...uh huhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

trisha_29: pushing off the pole...catching myself on my hands and knees....tossing my 

head back...hair flying....ass swaying with the music..eyes peering over at myls 

dirtyrpgirl: damn my baby is so fuckin sexy when she dances !!! 

sweet_rodeo_girl: walks around and takes up a collection for trisha new top  

mylstoknowhere: eyes fixataed on urs  

dirtyrpgirl: drops a cnote into rodeo's pail 

sweet_rodeo_girl: ty dirty  

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrowls soooooooo fking sexxxxxxy 

dirtyrpgirl: you bet !!!....smiles 

mylstoknowhere: drops another in the pail tooooo 

sweet_rodeo_girl: smiles at trish as i whisper pop it dam it 

dirtyrpgirl: g 

dirtyrpgirl: hell drops in another just to stop rodeo froom buying her another top !!! 

RobinBarnes87: tosses some bills into the collection pail adding a wolf whistle 

trisha_29: crawls down the bar...head rocking one way...ass swaying the other way with 

the music....stopping right in front of myls...spinning and landing on my ass...legs 

hanging down on each side of his as he sits on the stool....grabs the front of my top and 

gives a hard yank...pulling it open sending the last buton flying....pulling it off and 

twirling it over head....breasts barely tucked into the little lace tank top 

dirtyrpgirl: wow !!!!!!..... 

mylstoknowhere: grinning ear toooo ear !!! 

sweet_rodeo_girl: giggles seeing the buttons arent hearing me ...sneaks in behind you and makes them 

pop one at a time 

D r a z: shes hotter  than hell   ............. for sure  

mylstoknowhere: staring into ur eyes wolf like 

RobinBarnes87: myls has the best seat in the house at the moment 

mylstoknowhere: damn right robin 

sweet_rodeo_girl: whistles as buttons go flying eevrywhere 

mylstoknowhere: takes a glance up under her skirt while she sits there grinssss 

dirtyrpgirl: sooooooo...starts the clock...being very nice i might add !!!...you have till half 

past the hour to get it fixed !!! 

D r a z: watches trishas breasts  in the little lace top threatening to escape  

trisha_29: grins....grabs my twiring top with both hands....puts it behind myls neck and 

pulls him forward...wiggling and squirming on the bar as i hold his face so close to my 



cleavage....letting go and pushing him back by the forehead....swinging one leg over top 

of his head and sliding back on the bar on my ass to get to my spot.....giggling as i grab 

my drink and take a spit...wiggling all lady like in my spot once again 

D r a z: woo hooooooooooooooo  .........wolf whistles  

mylstoknowhere: woooooohoooooooo applauds loudly !!!!! 

trisha_29: laughs...ty ty 

mylstoknowhere: thank you tease trish wink 

D r a z: Bravo ................trisha     

RobinBarnes87: she's so hot we tried to take a photo of her using thermal infrared 

imaging and the machine blew up 

mylstoknowhere: she's hawter than hell !!! 

sweet_rodeo_girl: waves 500 dollars at trish you can buy alot with this  

 
 

Bettena 
 

 

b ettena: * pauses by Rocket to kiss each cheek *  Thank you sweetie 

b ettena: * glides around to the music, spins a little and sways * 

RocketManFL: mm enjoys bettena's kiss  

b ettena: moves again to the music, steps right and spins, sways in place and spins again * 

RocketManFL: mm enjoys bettena's dance moves  

D r a z: smiles watching bettena  as she moves to  the beat 

b ettena: sways slowly, glides left and spins back to the right, moving slowly upon the dance floor 

b ettena: runs a hand on the body, slowly circles over the stomach and lets the head sway slightly 

b ettena: spins and sways again, rolls the hips and glides a hand upon the butt, drawing it up the 

side 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi eddie 

D r a z:  smiles watching  the lithe body and the caressing hand  

b ettena: * glides again on the floor, makes her way over to Rocket, offers a hand * 

D r a z: waits to see where rocket  is  

b ettena: * moves again, sways left, then right and spins to the music * 

D r a z: smiles watchig bettena spining and swaying  

b ettena: works the shoulders, leans over a little and continues the sway and jiggle of the breasts * 

reforger2002: nice B 

D r a z: smiles seeing  the uniform barely containing  those delightful breasts 

b ettena: * stands and spins again, sways and moves on the floor, hair flying a little * 

b ettena: * steps onto one of the dance stages, grabs the pole with both hands and begins the 

grind, the sway of the hips * 

D r a z:  watching asbettena  starts to get the moves  going  

b ettena: * spins again, back to the pole and continues the sway  and rock of the hips * 

b ettena: * grinds into the pole with the butt, hands run up the body, down each side * 



D r a z: watchesas  bettena grindsto  the pole 

b ettena: * drapes a stockinged leg around the pole and raises and lowers on the pole * 

b ettena: * head falls back, a little sway of the upper body * 

b ettena: * raises and spins from the pole , makes a couple of steps, spins and rocks the hips * 

b ettena: rocks to the piano beat....head moving as well 

D r a z: smiles watching   as bettena takes the beat into he rhips 

b ettena: spins again, leans over and sways and works the hips...caresses the butt over the skirt 

b ettena: spins again, sways and glides in place, fingers snap to the beat 

b ettena: steps back to the pole, grabs with both hands and begins a very slow sway 

b ettena: tosses the hair back and continues the slow sway, drapes the leg around the pole again 

D r a z: waching the sensual  moves....... as bettena sways to  the pole   

b ettena: * raises and lowers very slowly, gyrates the hips with the music and adds the little roll * 

RocketManFL: wow, so sexy bettena  

b ettena: * continues the sway, presses to the pole and raises and lowers on it, a hand runs along 

one side of the body * 

RocketManFL: taps beat on bar top  

D r a z:  grins as bettena  shows off her sensual flexibility as she dances  

b ettena: * head slowly moves, the sway and roll of the hips continues, then spins, steps away and 

leans back to the pole... 

RocketManFL: moves to seat at stage's edge to get closer look  

b ettena: eyes closed....hand runs up and down the body.....the other hand lightly moves between 

the legs * 

RocketManFL: looking up, smiles at bettena as she dances  

b ettena: * spins from the pole, rocks the hips and bobs the head * 

b ettena: hands run up the body.....over the breasts as the hips keep swaying * 

D r a z: watches the fingers running  up and down the body  

b ettena: spins and struts on the stage, leans over, smacks the butt and rubs it....continuing the 

little sway and roll * 

RocketManFL: mmmmmm nice  

b ettena: spins again and moves in place, rocking back and forth, head moving in rhythm * 

D r a z:  smiles seeing  the handprint  on  the butt  

RocketManFL: such a sexy imprint  

b ettena: runs the hands through the hair, gives the hair a toss and struts back to the pole, drapes 

the leg around it again and raises and lowers * 

RocketManFL: enoys bettena's long sensual legs  

b ettena: steps away and spins, continues the sway and steps toward Rocket, leans over and gives 

the boobs a playful jiggle for him * 

D r a z:  grins watching  bettena tease rocket   

b ettena: * spins and works the hips, rocks them left, then right and rolls them while the head 

moves in beat * 

RocketManFL: sig grn looking up at bettens, enjoying th ample cleavage  

b ettena: * spins again and slowly backs to the pole, smiles and grabs and works the pole once 

more, grinds into it, spins and backs to it and again sways and rolls the hips * 

b ettena: hands again run over the body, while I keep swaying.... 



RocketManFL: daaaum shifts in seat adjuung  

b ettena: * struts from the pole, again the deliberate rock of the hips as I step from the stage and 

approach Rocket * 

b ettena: sways at his side and leans over,then spins to face him and lowers onto his lap * 

RocketManFL: hello bettena, very nice dance  

RocketManFL: fantasizes about differne hands there  

b ettena: thank you...but I am just getting started.... 

b ettena: moves again on his lap, sways and rolls the hips 

RocketManFL: ohhh reeeeeeallllly smiles  

RocketManFL: arms around your waste  

b ettena: leans to give him a little kiss, a caress of his face....and continues with the slow rock and 

sway on his lap 

RocketManFL: looks into your eys and smiles  

RocketManFL: mmmmmm enjoys your touch  

b ettena: starts again, a more deliberate grind into his lap and a very hard rock onto his lap 

RocketManFL: holds waist so that your dont slip off  

b ettena: caresses his face again, runs a finger tip around his lips * 

RocketManFL: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm  

b ettena: Keeps the sway going and deliberately grinds onto his lap * 

RocketManFL: mouth parts  

RocketManFL: smiling  

b ettena: rolls the hips and continues the sway and the grind 

RocketManFL: oh my so nice  

RocketManFL: head falls back at the pleasure  

b ettena: rests the hands on his shoulders and works the shoulders so the breasts jiggle just so * 

RocketManFL: enjoys just so  

b ettena: smiles...leans to kiss him, then works the hips in a very slow and deliberate sway upon his 

lap * 

RocketManFL: eyes drinks in beautiful clevage  

b ettena: watches his eyes and again jiggles the breasts just enough to nearly make them spill out 

the top of the uniform * 

RocketManFL: mmmmmm willing more spillage  

b ettena: * pauses a moment, then rocks on his lap, a continual back and forth for a few seconds * 

RocketManFL: oh myyyyyy  

RocketManFL: smiling broadly, winks at you  

b ettena: * slides off his lap and steps back to the stage...spins and sway, rocks the hips left, 

right...then moves to the pole * 

D r a z: smiles watching bettena  as he  moves to and fro over  rocket  

RocketManFL: oh my  

D r a z: smileswatching asbettena  swingsandsways  at  the pole  

b ettena: grabs the pole, sways hards and snaps off the hips, spins and backs to the pole, glides up 

and down....stays down, legs opened while a hand glides up the stockinged leg * 

RocketManFL: moves closer to dtages edges to hide a bit  

RocketManFL: eyes moves up legs with your hand  



b ettena: brings the hand under the skirt...then out and to the mouth...flicks the tongue at a finger 

and sucks upon it * 

RocketManFL: omg, so hot  

b ettena: * moves the finger in and out of my mouth, head tipped back, sucking softly upon the 

finger * 

RocketManFL: hmmmm imgination running wild as I watch bettena  

b ettena: the other hand runs over the stocking, then then finger comes out  

RocketManFL: swear I heard a opo sound mmmmm  

b ettena: drops to the knees, leans back, runs a hand up the body, the other hand again slips under 

the skirt * 

RocketManFL: naughty thoughts runni wild again  

D r a z: smilesas i  watch bettena  sfingers    

b ettena: * sways on the knees, runs the hand down the inside of the leg, then back under the skirt 

and smiles.... 

b ettena: slips the hand out, glides over the other leg and sways the shoulders, head bobs as well * 

RocketManFL: rocks head to beat as I watch bettena work her magic  

b ettena: raises up, spins again, sways in place, then steps again to the pole and grabs with both 

hands, rolls and rocks the hips left and right * 

RocketManFL: wow great hips  

b ettena: pauses for a moment..smiles and steps fromthe stage and takes a seat again on Rocket's 

lap but this time stays still 

b ettena: for the moment..... 

D r a z:  stands and applauds bettena   ...........great dance  ......winks  

b ettena: thank you Draz 
RocketManFL: need a drink bettena? 

 

 

 

Gabriela 
 
Gabriela92: Tuuuuuuuunnnneee!!!!! 

Gabriela92: shuffles across the dance floor with a choo-choo motion... 

Gabriela92: swinging my hips.... 

RocketManFL: eyesgabri's swingign hips 

D r a z: watching gabri choo choo and swing those sexy hipps 

Gabriela92: sudden spin and forward head snap at the end of the shuffle.... 

Gabriela92: step-slide left.... step-slide right... 

Gabriela92: shimmies backwards diagonally... 

RocketManFL: damn, nice moves 

D r a z: such a hot dancer 

RocketManFL: smiles 



Gabriela92: bounces down into the splits and back up again, with another several spins.... 

RocketManFL: ouch, lol 

Gabriela92: rolls shoulders, leaning left and right to the quiet start of Thunderstruck.... 

Gabriela92: puts my hands on the back of my jeans... 

D r a z:  watchs as the beat takes up and is reflecetd in that hot body  

Gabriela92: rolls my buns to the building sound.... 

D r a z: shouts THUNDER 

Gabriela92: grinds the hips to the bass line.... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: tuuuuuuuune 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: cranks it up to 11 

Gabriela92: rolls my head lazily around on my neck, letting my long hair fall behind me.... 

Gabriela92: shifts hips, bumping to the beat.... 

RocketManFL: enjoying gabri gyrations 

D r a z: you been thunderstruck .....yeah yeah  

D r a z: yeahhhhhhhhh 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: watches gabri tapping feet to tune 

Gabriela92: pulls my shirttail out, showing my tummy.... 

D r a z: wowowowowow 

Gabriela92: rolls my abs slowly as I lean partly over backwards.... 

RocketManFL: yea, wowza 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: New there was i reason i loved this tune  ..watches gabri 

D r a z: THUNDER struck  

Gabriela92: knots the shirt above my navel.... 

Gabriela92: runs fingers up and down on my tummy.... 

Gabriela92: slides feet apart and back together.... 

D r a z:  stomps out the beat watching gabri  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: man that tune makes me want to play airguitar mind you an ACDC 

Does 

Gabriela92: tosses head to and fro, swinging my hair... 

Gabriela92: then snaps it in a quick circle... 

D r a z: stands at the side of the stage pumping my  bag pipes and playing the tune  

swaying in my kilt 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: watches Gabri mesmerised 

Gabriela92: marches dramatically across the dance floor, knees lifted exaggeratedly... 

Gabriela92: spins twice at the corner... 

RocketManFL: mmm stomping, sexy march 

D r a z: watches gabri dance out the beat  

Gabriela92: slides sideways across one end of the floor... 

Gabriela92: swivels my backside backwards down the next side.... 

Gabriela92: gives one bun a hard slap at the end... 

RocketManFL: backwars moving backsides are the best, winks 

D r a z: winks at gabri as blow the bagpipes at the side swaying  

Gabriela92: stands in place, gyrating hips around my knees.... 

Gabriela92: arms overhead, fingers snapping.... 



Gabriela92: swinging head left and right... 

RocketManFL: clapping to the beat 

exstorm: Slides on the floor busting some moves  

Gabriela92: one hand flat on my tummy, the other laying on the back of my head.... 

D r a z: hotter than sin ...........hotter than  hell 

Gabriela92: slowly shaking my head left and right... 

Gabriela92: hips bouncing the opposite direction... 

RocketManFL: whoo hoo gabri!!! 

rachel_75_1: nice meeting you too exstorm and thankyou for the double water  

Gabriela92: feels myself getting warmer... unbuttons the shirt down to the knot... 

RocketManFL: damn knot 

RocketManFL: lol 

Gabriela92: fluffs the center opening a little to let some air in.... 

D r a z: shes hotterb than hell 

RocketManFL: damn right draz 

liability3_1: sits back and watches gabi dance 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs in the back of the jean's waist band, and pushes them down 

slightly... 

RocketManFL: damn so enticing gabri 

Gabriela92: exstorm... how about fixing your profile age for us, please? 

andrea_33: gabi is a super dancer, so absolutely  wonderful  

liability3_1: i can see that  

D r a z: shes a walking talking sexmachine  

Gabriela92: unsnaps the front of the jeans.... 

liability3_1: thinks im gonna need a cold double water to 

Gabriela92: swivels my hips as I slowly lower the zipper... 

D r a z: woohooo 

Gabriela92: folds the fly open a little, giving a glimpse of the lacy royal blue panties 

inside... 

RocketManFL: damn fav color, royal blue 

Gabriela92: shimmies my way over toward Rocket.... 

D r a z: looks at ex  ...........gabri is dancing for us ,,,,,,,,,,reaches back for  the big hook  

RocketManFL: eyes widden as gabri approches 

rachel_75_1: tc Gabriela and sexy dancing you hot lady you 

rachel_75_1: nice meeting you to liability  

Gabriela92: stretches the panty waistband out a little, letting Rocket see a little more of 

the royal blue... 

RocketManFL: big grin, sighs 

Gabriela92: turns my back to Rocket.... 

exstorm: rach you dancing  

Gabriela92: bends slightly at the waist.... 

RocketManFL: mmm so close yet soo far 

Gabriela92: slips my fingers into my back pockets.... 

rachel_75_1: am gonna be dancing to me kitchen for a bit but i might dance later 



exstorm: the dance floor is hotting up  

D r a z:  its hard as arock ....................  

RocketManFL: groans at anticipation 

Gabriela92: bumps my buns left and right, right in front of Rocket... 

RocketManFL: um um \\ 

exstorm: rocket is lucky  

Gabriela92: pushes my hands deeper in the pockets... 

RocketManFL: no rocket is grateful 

RocketManFL: lol 

Gabriela92: sliding the jeans down a little... 

RocketManFL: ohhhh my my my so damn sexy 

Gabriela92: until the waistband shows in the back... 

exstorm: the dance floor is hotting up  

RocketManFL: resists natural ugert oreachout to hips 

RocketManFL: <<< mmmmhmmmm 

liability3_1: spit my water 

D r a z: she makes us feellike a bad boy 

Gabriela92: steps... spins 90... steps... spins 90... 

RocketManFL: in deed omg in deed 

RocketManFL: mm facing me now 

RocketManFL: damn gabri, so hot so sexy 

D r a z: hot tramp ..........littecutie ............... get ready  for the big time ....... give it ll you 

got  

Gabriela92: jeans hanging on the curves of my hips, but the zipper opening flapping as I 

dance... 

RocketManFL: <<< tounge flaps 

Gabriela92: stands in the middle of the dance floor... hips bumping left and right...  

RocketManFL: hands reaches up, and pusshe sit back in its properplace 

exstorm: Gab you look great  

Gabriela92: inserts my fingers deep into my long, dark hair.... 

RocketManFL: damnit, gtg boss i sback 

Gabriela92: ty, exstorm.... blows you a kiss.... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: cant keep my eyes of gabri 

RocketManFL: Gabro, ty sooooo very much, sure make lunch enjoyab;e 

Gabriela92: lifts the hair up off my shoulders... 

Gabriela92: piles it in a mess on top of my head.... 

Gabriela92: lets it fall back down... a little tangled.... 

Gabriela92: shakes my head vigorously to stretch it out.... 

liability3_1: and the crowd goes wild 

Gabriela92: shaking rapidly to the fast beat.... 

D r a z: watches as the hair flies around and stormis pulled back and sat down 

Gabriela92: quickly flexing my knees and shaking my shoulders.... 

D r a z: grins  watchin gabri as she shakes out  he beat  

Gabriela92: does a cartwheel into the splits again... 



D r a z: woo hoo 

Gabriela92: bounce back up to my feet.... 

Gabriela92: spins several times, my hair flying out horizontally... 

Gabriela92: runs in place with fast steps.... 

Gabriela92: drops to my knees...leans back to touch my head to the floor.... 

D r a z:  she knws how to rumble  

Gabriela92: does a few abdominal rolls.. 

Gabriela92: thrusts my hips forward quickly several times to scoot on my knees across 

the floor a few feet.... 

Gabriela92: rolls over onto my stomach... 

D r a z: grins watching gabri    

Gabriela92: inchworms forward... 

Gabriela92: raises myself on my arms into a pushup position... 

liability3_1: gonna have to go jump in the pool after this dance 

Gabriela92: pumps my hips down and up to the beat... 

D r a z: watches as garbi undulates on the floor  

Gabriela92: flips over and catches myself with my hands behind me.. 

Gabriela92: holding myself up on my hands and heels, I pulse my hips up toward the 

ceiling.... 

Gabriela92: kicks my feet under me and snaps up into a standing position... 

Gabriela92: shuffles over toward Liability... 

trisha_29: hops up to sit on my spot on the bar watching the sexy pixie 

liability3_1: woo hoo 

Gabriela92: puts my hands on my hips, fingers pointing down toward the floor.... 

Gabriela92: swivels provocatively, just a few inches from his chair.... 

liability3_1: watches in amazement 

D r a z: rocking the joint the way its meant to be  

Gabriela92: stretches out my panty waistband... 

Gabriela92: takes Liability's hand and uses his index finger to hook the waistband... 

Gabriela92: gyrates in even closer... 

liability3_1: loving every minute 

D r a z: puts# hands in the air ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,yeah  

Gabriela92: getting so close he can't stretch the panties, and I feel his knuckle touch my 

tummy... 

Gabriela92: removes his finger and spins a few feet away... 

liability3_1: watches intently 

trisha_29: whistles...woohoo pixie 

D r a z: watches  the teasing gabri  

Gabriela92: shaking hips side to side very rapidly to the beat.... 

Gabriela92: back to Liability... 

Gabriela92: quickly slips the jeans down to the bottom of my buns, then back up again... 

D r a z: those hips are crime scene waiting to happen 

Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder, winks, and licks my lips very slowly and wetly... 

liability3_1: loves the anticipation 



Gabriela92: turns quickly to face Liability... 

Gabriela92: stepping to the rhythm.... 

Gabriela92: unties the knot in the shirt... 

Gabriela92: letting the front hang undone but only open an inch or two.... 

D r a z:  she sure has the fire down below  

Gabriela92: grasps the edges at my waist... 

Gabriela92: tugs one side, then the other, to slide the collar to and fro on the back of my 

neck... 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down the front of my thighs.... 

liability3_1: yesss 

reforger2002: nice gabs  

Gabriela92: then the sides... 

Gabriela92: turning slowly the whole time.. 

Gabriela92: finally up the back of the thighs... 

Gabriela92: up over the curves of my buns... 

Gabriela92: Reforger, you have a bad habit of coming into the room and spouting off 

before you have any idea what's going on. 

Gabriela92: reaches up to the front of the open shirt... 

liability3_1: yes 

Saffron lee: sits back and watches .. 

Gabriela92: grasps the edges... 

Gabriela92: lifts it slowly, letting the placket billow open, revealing the matching royal 

blue bra underneath.... 

liability3_1: not only can dance but dresses well for it 

Saffron lee: mmmmmm 

Gabriela92: reaches up and flips my hair down the front of my chest, covering the bra 

cups... 

Gabriela92: slides the shirt slowly off my shoulders under my hair.... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: watching siping my cider 

Gabriela92: gathering at my elbows... 

Gabriela92: drops my arms, letting the shirt fall down to my wrists and onto the floor... 

Saffron lee: sexy Gabriela  

Gabriela92: ty, Saffron... blows her a kiss and gives a wink.... 

D r a z: smiles watching the shirt float on the floor 

Gabriela92: pivots on my heels and dances over toward Dukes.... 

Saffron lee: smiles ....and catches her sexy kiss 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles watching gabri exsquisit Dance 

Gabriela92: tilts my head forward, letting my hair droop further down... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles  

Gabriela92: then suddenly snaps my head up and back, flipping the hair behind me and 

fully showing the exquisite lace embroidery of the royal blue bra.... 

D r a z:  smiles singing a long   

Saffron lee: mmmmm 

Gabriela92: dances in closer to Dukes... 



D r a z:  grins andwinks  at gabri 

Gabriela92: resting my hands on his knees... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: mmmmyou have great taste in underwear agbri 

Gabriela92: pushing his legs open and closed several times... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: put my arm behind the chair out of the way 

Gabriela92: pushes them apart again, and steps in between his thighs.... 

Gabriela92: bumping my hips into them.. 

D r a z: god almighty look at  that body 

Gabriela92: takes one of Dukes' hands.... 

Saffron lee: walks over the bar. sitting down crossing my legs over my skirt riding up a 

bit as i watch the sexy Dance ..smiling seeing Duke get all excited 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: breathes deeply 

Gabriela92: bends his thumb outward... 

Gabriela92: tucks it under one of the bra straps.... 

Gabriela92: uses his thumb to slide it off one shoulder... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: smiles  

Gabriela92: slowly backs away, swiveling my hips.... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: watches gabri not wanting to miss a second 

Gabriela92: stands in the middle of the dance floor, letting the new song wash over my 

body... 

Saffron lee: looking at Gabriela  

Gabriela92: winks at Saffron 

Saffron lee: smiles 

Saffron lee: sips my drink ...as i watch the sexy dance  

Gabriela92: rolls the top edge of the jeans down a couple times, letting the blue panties' 

waistband show all the way around... 

D r a z:  rock on gabri .............. hey hey rock on 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: tuuuuuune 

Gabriela92: and even a little of my buns in the back, below the waistband... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: taps my foot no taking my eyes off gabri 

Saffron lee: loves this song  

Gabriela92: slowly turns in the middle of the floor, swiveling shoulders and hips... 

Saffron lee: mmmmmm 

Gabriela92: pauses to lift a foot, slipping the strap off the back of my shoe... 

Gabriela92: removes that shoe, then repeats on the other foot... 

Gabriela92: tosses the strappy heels off into the corner... 

Gabriela92: dancing barefoot... 

D r a z: pretty toes as gabri moves along the bar 

Gabriela92: swivels in the middle... 

Gabriela92: rolling my tummy around my hips.. 

321driver: loves gabs toes 

D r a z: grins as we watch the roll of  the tummuy 

Gabriela92: gets down on my knees again....leaning back, sweeping the floor with my 

hair... 



   Gabriela92: head swaying to and fro. 

Saffron lee: takes a big sip of champayne ..squeezing my legs together.....sends a wolf 

whistle over to Gabriela 

Gabriela92: oh, tuuuuuunnnneee 

Gabriela92: bounces hips left and right to the beat.... 

Gabriela92: lays back on my shoulders... 

D r a z:  here we go again  ....baby .......... watching the bounce of  the hips........ 

Gabriela92: bridges from my shoulders to my feet... 

Gabriela92: lifting my back, butt, and legs off the ground... 

Gabriela92: pumps my pelvis up into the air, very erotically.... 

liability3_1: darn connection 

Gabriela92: wb, Liab 

D r a z: watches  thpse hips 

liability3_1: ty  

D r a z:  wb liability  

liability3_1: ty draz 

Gabriela92: shifts hips left and right... 

Gabriela92: rocking on my shoulder blades... 

liability3_1: hate missing a good dance 

andrea_33: this is far above just good  

Gabriela92: lifts one foot off the floor... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: shifts in my seat is it me or is it damn hot in here 

Gabriela92: point my toes at the ceiling... 

321driver: toes 

D r a z:  its hot ,.,.,.,.,.passes water out  to everyone 

Gabriela92: wiggles them, very slowly... 

Gabriela92: sets that foot back down.... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: could use to me ice in that water please Draz 

Gabriela92: lifts the other foot, points to the ceiling, and wiggles those toes, too. 

D r a z:  passes ice around  

Gabriela92: sets the foot down... 

Saffron lee: or ice down your pants Dukes lol 

andrea_33: puts 2 cubes in my cleavage........  

321driver: smiles at Andrea 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: you got a bucket of ice Draz? 

Saffron lee: mmmmm 

Gabriela92: slips my hands in my back pockets again.... 

Saffron lee: gets a fan as its getting hot in here 

D r a z: places a bucket of ice on bar 

Gabriela92: pushes the jeans down off my backside... 

Saffron lee: he might need two Draz lol 

D r a z: smiles seeing  the pale globes ofgabris  butt 

Gabriela92: hides one hand inside the front of the jeans momentarily, shaking my wrist... 

Gabriela92: pushes the jeans down my thighs.... 



Gabriela92: lowers my bottom down to the floor so I can bend my knees... 

Gabriela92: pushes the jeans over the knees and down my shins.... 

Gabriela92: off my feet... 

Gabriela92: rolls onto hands and knees.... 

Gabriela92: crawls like a stalking cat across the dance floor.... 

Saffron lee: watches Gabrielas sexy dance  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: Pours half the ice bucket over my head 

Saffron lee: lol 

Gabriela92: pumps my crotch down toward the floor several times... 

D r a z:  come on comon take it off 

hdroadking296: whos takin what off?  

Gabriela92: rolls onto my back... 

Saffron lee: come on come on come on take it off... 

Gabriela92: puts my feet flat on the floor.... 

Gabriela92: knees apart.... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: can see the steam comming off my body writes not to self  remeber 

ice bath next time gabri is dancing 

Gabriela92: humps the air with my hips several times.... 

Saffron lee: lol 

Gabriela92: reaches my arms back behind me and arches into a bridge.... 

liability3_1: runs grabs fire hose in case dukes burst into flames 

Gabriela92: flips over suddenly onto hands and feet... 

karate820: walks in looking around...sits down comfy 

Gabriela92: stands and dances... left, left... right, right... 

Gabriela92: spins twice, flinging my hair... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: hope the water supply to that hose is from the artic liabillity 

D r a z: winks at gabri as she parades and struts  

hdroadking296: filled with ice  

karate820: hello draz, dukes, trish, joe, hd, brent, diver, gabi, rodeo, saffron 

liability3_1: its directly linked to the ice machine 

Gabriela92: runs my hands slowly down my neck... 

Gabriela92: over my collarbones... 

karate820: how are you today saffron? 

Gabriela92: down my chest and over the rise of my breasts and the bra cups.... 

Saffron lee: ok thankyou how are you ..just enjoying watching Gabriela  

Gabriela92: down the smooth, taut abdomen.... 

karate820: yes gabi is a vision when she dances 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: that will do liability uses the othere half of the ice bucket  

karate820: i'm doing quite well ty 

Saffron lee: mmmmm nice moves 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the front of the panty waistband.... 

Saffron lee: watches the steam come out of Dukes pants 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: When i start smouldering liability let me have it  

liability3_1: i got your back 



Gabriela92: looks down as I push the top edge down, lower and lower.... 

Gabriela92: seeing how low I can take it.... 

karate820: get the liquid nitrogen extinguisher ready...oh I mean CO2 

321driver: lower gabs! 

D r a z: eyes on thepanties as gabri grinds to the beat 

liability3_1: good thing im wearing fire proof cloths 

Saffron lee: lol karate 

karate820: winks at saffron.... 

Gabriela92: tugs the waistband slowly left and right across my little peach, loving the 

feel of the fabric caressing me... 

karate820: wouldn't want to freeze anything off 

karate820: silk or satin there gabi 

andrea_33: smiles  

Gabriela92: momentarily closes my eyes in pleasure, a winsome smile on my face, my 

head tilting back in joy... 

Gabriela92: lets the waistband snap back in place, and slowly turns.... 

321driver: sits thinking about my favorite fruit.... 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: starts to smoulder 

liability3_1: turns hose on  

Gabriela92: bends forward at the waist, my head to my knees... 

karate820: cherries, driver? 

Gabriela92: sliding my fingers up and down the back of my calves.... 

D r a z: smiles watching  gabri  move seductively    

321driver: peaches 

liability3_1: knew that would happen 

Gabriela92: then slowly stands as I slide my fingers up the back of my thighs... 

karate820: those are good too...especially when they are nice and ripe and juicy 

321driver: I imagine it is karate. grinning 

karate820: smiles admiring gabi's long luscious legs 

karate820: hehe 

Gabriela92: squeezes my nearly-bare buns, the part not covered by the royal blue fabric 

of the lacy thong.... 

karate820: mmm nice tight and firm....bet a penny could bounce off those 

Gabriela92: rests my palms on the roundness... 

karate820: hopefully they won't get toasted by dukes 

Saffron lee: lol 

Gabriela92: uses the heels of my hands to slowly push the buns apart several times, 

showing where the fabric of the thong's back center strap is hidden.... 

karate820: sits back and winks at saffron...and watches 

Gabriela92: then strums my buns with my fingertips... 

Saffron lee: have you got something in your eye again karate 

Gabriela92: pushes back up that hanging bra strap that Dukes helped me lower earlier.... 

karate820: rubs my eye...dang dust spec 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: gently starts smouldering again 



Gabriela92: lifts the bottom of the bra cups a little, causing some boobie flesh to spill out 

the top a bit... 

andrea_33: smiles ,  

Gabriela92: runs my index finger under the center strap of the bra until it peeks out 

between my breasts... 

Gabriela92: wiggles it to wave at everyone....giggles.... 

D r a z: smiles at gabri   

Saffron lee: turns around on my bar seat ....swaying my shoulders to the music watching 

Gabrielas sexy dance  

Saffron lee: ohhhh sexy  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: Gets ou my magic wand  makes a bath of ice appear  and plonks 

meself in it 

hdroadking296: lose the linen Gab  

Gabriela92: swivels over toward the LAB souvenir clothing display.... 

Gabriela92: finds an XL white t-shirt and slips it on, letting it fall just below my 

backside like a miniskirt... 

Gabriela92: reaches in one arm hole and undoes the bra... 

Gabriela92: slips one arm out to clear the straps... 

Gabriela92: repeats on the other arm... 

Gabriela92: lets the bra fall to the floor.... 

D r a z: mmmm watching gabri 

karate820: watches carefully 

hdroadking296: yummmmmmm  

andrea_33: mesmerised by the sight  

Gabriela92: slips hands up under the bottom hem... 

Gabriela92: pushes the panties down and off.... 

Saffron lee: so sexy 

Gabriela92: dancing slowly to the smoky beat, naked beneath the oversized t-shirt... 

hdroadking296: smokin hot moves Gab  

D r a z: woo hoo 

Gabriela92: saunters over to Karate's ice water bucket.... 

Gabriela92: dumps it over my head, shuddering.... 

karate820: smiles....wow 

Gabriela92: but letting the thin white fabric cling to my curves in all its transparent 

wetness.... 

andrea_33: sees the wet t shirt mold itself to gabis super bod  

karate820: very nice...getting a good view 

Gabriela92: slowly dances toward the changing rooms..... 

karate820: shifts in my chair 

Gabriela92: turns to blow a kiss before disappearing to get dressed.... 

karate820: wohooo 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: whistles cheers and claps 

hdroadking296:       



D r a z: stands and appaluids    gabri ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,BRAVIO BRAVO  

andrea_33: clapping and cheering ,  

andrea_33: standing up  

Saffron lee: stands also and claps loudly ... 

321driver: bravo gabs. hands clapping loudly 

321driver: not standing 

karate820: applauds.... 

karate820: whooo gabi...very very sensual 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: stand up in my bath slips and  falls back in not caring  still cheering 

karate820: lol 

Gabriela92: comes back out for a brief bow, dripping water all over the floor... 

karate820: grins...seeing the tshirt still clinging...claps 

Saffron lee: lovely dance Gabriela very sensual and sexy  

Saffron lee: smiles 

liability3_1: ty gabi  

karate820: agreed 

321driver: won't be standing for a while 

D r a z:  wow  thannks gabri that was hawwt!!!!!!!ttttt 

Master_joe: very hot 

321driver: thank you gabs 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: realises im still in the icebath gets out shivering and tuns to the 

hottub 

Gabriela92: thank you, everyone... glad I can brighten the day (or night) occasionally for 

you. 

321driver: you always do gabs 

karate820: you always brighten the day with your presence 

Gabriela92: it's kind of a rush for me, too. 

D r a z: wow  gabri everyone is speechless  

karate820: bet it was 

Gabriela92: my tooth didn't hurt as much while I was distracted, either!! LOL 

andrea_33: lmaooo gsbe  

D r a z: laffssssssssssss   i bet gabri 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



bloodraynes lil lilac 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles and humms along to this song as i sway on the bar stool* 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles and rocks side to side as the bar stoll makes my lower body 

move * 

D r a z: your like a dream  ......... crazy girls  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *spreads my arms out along the bar rolls my hips with the beat and 

lets my hair fall down over my shoulders* 

i_am_maddy: hips rocking wide growls watching lilac  

i_am_maddy: ggls as I gently bounce roll to each side.....  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *winks at maddy as my small top slides up my tummy and lets my 

hips move crazy * 

i_am_maddy: eyes wide as I see lilac letting go  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *grips the bar lifts my body ....rocks my hips and opens my knees as i 

straddle the bar stool smiles at men get all quiet* 

i_am_maddy: jjmps up n falls on my back....  watching lilac dance  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *winks at Tim rolls my hips and does the splits on the bar * 

D r a z: smies watching  the hips and and knees and splits 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *rocks the top half of my body right and left while my head sways 

back and forth letting my legs spread over the bar moving with the beat  

i_am_maddy: head bopping to the beat  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *bounces on the bar..how many does it take?* 

D r a z:  its an ............open ended ........question 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles licks my lip as my hips thrust up and down ohhhhhh is that 

so Draz?* 

D r a z: laffsssssss 

D r a z: watchs  the hips as lilac thrusts 

i_am_maddy: hips swiveling as I lay here  

i_am_maddy: arcs spine to the beats  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles and rolls my tongue around my lips ...smiles and winks at 

you* 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *wiggles on the bar..looks at Tim....and runs my hands up and down 

my thighs as my body moves to the beat* 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles leans back what a song Draz ...... * 

D r a z: laffssssss yes 

D r a z:  thought  you were dancing  to the beat  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *rocks my hips as my hands cup my breasts lifts my top up while i 

wink at maddy * 

i_am_maddy: winks back ohhh lilac  

D r a z: hi asian wb   

bloodraynes lil lilac: wouldnt do much dancing to this  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *bounces and grinds my ass on top of the bar..while the song 

changes* 



bloodraynes lil lilac: *looks around as my hands caress my breasts under my top..letting 

my body move to the beat rols onto my knees and lets my hair hang down my spine* 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *jumps off the bar as the beat changes ..spins around and moves to 

the stage so i can continue my dance* 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *twrills around lifts my top off drops it to the stage floor but keeps 

my hands over my breasts as my hips move left and right* 

D r a z: watches  the jiggling breasts ...barely held  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles shakes my hairt loose as my hips sway back and forth with 

the beat an moves up the stage so i have room* 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *spins around the center of the stage ..winks at Draz and lets my 

hands slide down my tummy to my hips as the light shines off my body * 

D r a z: winks at   lilac as lilac moves seductively on the stage  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *rocks my hips..turns around drops to my knees letting my as touch 

the floor then back up * 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *winks back over my shoulder,,sways my hips with the beat as i spin 

around again unbuttons my shorts to let me breath some* 

 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *rocks side to side stands up and walks to the end of the 

stage.....looks out over the room and waves to maddy and sits down * 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *rocks to this....letting beads of sweat drip down my tummy and 

from my nipples closes my eyes rocks my shoulders covers my breasts with my hands to 

feel how firm they are  

dirtyoldman23: she pmed me wanted to know if i wanted to see her nude pics, i said, no 

profile, no view pics 

D r a z: winks at lilac , watching   her hands  

bloodraynes lil lilac: lays back onto my back rockin to this closes my eyes and lets the 

lights make my skin shine as my hands cup and caress me more 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *opens and closes my knees....as i slide up the stage using my feet 

to push me along * 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *slides to the pole using it to push  up with stands turns and rubs my 

breasts against the pole as my ass sways to the faster beat* 

D r a z: smiles watching lilac ......... hells bells is right 

bloodraynes lil lilac: crosses my wrists on the pole rocks my head side to side as my 

tummy and hips grind with the pole an winks in the mirror  

bloodraynes lil lilac: jumps up grips my thighs around the pole rocks side to side and lets 

my hands slide down the pole to my tits as my legs grip it tighter to keep from moving  

D r a z: winks at  lilac as she  grips the pole   

bloodraynes lil lilac: archsd back letting my body lay back smiles and ever so slowly rocks 

the top half of my  

bloodraynes lil lilac: stands on my hands shakes my head and lets my feet slide up the 

pole grips it as i slowy slide up archs my back and lets my hair brush the floor as my body 

slides up and down the brass pole  

D r a z:  winks at  lilac ...............such a sexy  body  against  the pole  



bloodraynes lil lilac: grips with my thighs shakes my head and pulls myself up waves my 

arms over my head and slides back down onto my ass  

Dukes_of_Hazzard: watches lilac  for the first time in years perform on stage 

bloodraynes lil lilac: spins around facing the room crawls to the end of the stage as the 

song ends grabs my top and walks off the stage 

D r a z:  woo hoo lilac..............good to see  you dance again 

D r a z:  bravo ,,,,,,,,,lilac 

Dukes_of_Hazzard: Been a very very long time lilac 

D r a z: shes hotter than hell for sure 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *kisses Draz's cheek moves to the dressing room * 

 

 

 

 

 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *sits at the end of the bar sips my water and lets my eyes roam 

around the room* 

D r a z: looks at lilac ... looks at the  stage .......looks at the play list  

bloodraynes lil lilac: wow Draz push me why dont you  

RocketManFL: lol 

D r a z: wonders who wopuld like to see lilac dance  ? 

RocketManFL: I for one, ty 

bloodraynes lil lilac: winks grabs two bottles of water and walks up to RocketMan and 

Major Rod  

bloodraynes lil lilac: holds the bottles out to each of them smiles  

RocketManFL: take a bottle form Lilac, ty 

Major Rod: takes the other bottle 

bloodraynes lil lilac: ty drops to my knees rocks on my knees to the song and looks up at 

the two of you 

Major Rod: looks back, smiles... 

RocketManFL: looks down smileing at lilac 

D r a z: here we go it goiing to be a good show  

Major Rod: can't wait.. 

bloodraynes lil lilac: smiles reachs up unzips my top and whispers do i need to tell you 

what to do? 

Major Rod: lilac's the best 

RocketManFL: uncaps bottle 

RocketManFL: smiles 

Major Rod: bottle at ready 

RocketManFL: oops I spilled some water, so soaary 

Major Rod: saving every drop 

bloodraynes lil lilac: winsk waves my arms over my head as my boobs push my top open 

some as i rock my hips side to side 

RocketManFL: damn I am so clumsy, spilt more onto Lilac 



Major Rod: the water's cold... 

Major Rod: i pour some over lilac's shoulders 

bloodraynes lil lilac: mmmmmm thats it winks and lets the water drip between my tits as 

i shimmy my shoulders  

RocketManFL: watches water cascading down lilac's cleavage 

RocketManFL: smiling 

Major Rod: here's to transparency in lingerie 

RocketManFL: great view 

bloodraynes lil lilac: reachs down unzips more of my skin tight white top as the two of 

you share your water with me 

Major Rod: pouring water on the spots where most needed 

RocketManFL: dribbles water over lilac's face and chest 

daviddirects: watches...smiling..from the end of the bar.. 

Major Rod: lilac looks great wet 

bloodraynes lil lilac: mmmmm opens my mouth tilts my head back and flicks my tongue 

out to catch some  

RocketManFL: daum, haaawt 

Major Rod: awesome lilac 

bloodraynes lil lilac: slides each of my hands up each of your legs squeezes your knees 

and rocks side to side letting my boobs move my top up my tummy more 

Major Rod: mmmmm, such a touch 

RocketManFL: drizzles soem more water onto you 

Major Rod: here's to the absence of tops 

Major Rod: whatta tummy 

bloodraynes lil lilac: winks as my fingers squeeze as the water makes a trail between my 

breasts down to my shorts and bounces on the floor  

RocketManFL: very sexy 

Major Rod: lilac is the best 

bloodraynes lil lilac: winks you two have done this before  

Major Rod: no i haven't, honest lilac 

RocketManFL: hmmmmm maybeeee 

Major Rod: nice squeezin 

Major Rod: the tummy gods were so kind to lilac 

RocketManFL: bottle half empty, glances around to see if there are any backups 

Major Rod: but then, everything on her is golden 

bloodraynes lil lilac: wiggles my head side to side and ever so slowly i rub my forehead 

against each of your hips and nips on the growing buldges in each of your pants  

RocketManFL: oh my 

RocketManFL: smiles 

Major Rod: good girl 

bloodraynes lil lilac: you guys do the know the rules right? 

Major Rod: how did she know? 

Major Rod: rules? 

RocketManFL: yes 



Major Rod: lol 

bloodraynes lil lilac: yes we have one major rule  

Major Rod: i can bulge, right? 

Major Rod: um, what is it? 

bloodraynes lil lilac: winks back at Draz as the tip of my tongue moves up each of your 

buldges while my top upens up more 

D r a z: same as any club .................no touching ........no overt sexual acts 

RocketManFL: eyes the ever increasingly exposed boobs 

Major Rod: oh, yeah, i knew that one 

bloodraynes lil lilac: can u guys handle that? 

Major Rod: no, actually, we can't, it's against the rules 

RocketManFL: such an open ended question, lol 

Major Rod: lol 

bloodraynes lil lilac: smiles leans back and starts to rezip my top 

Major Rod: yes, i can handle that rule 

RocketManFL: eyes lilac as she teasingly zips up 

bloodraynes lil lilac: runs my fingertips up each of your strong chests smiles and tugs on 

your collars  

Major Rod: mmmmmmmm 

RocketManFL: smiling 

bloodraynes lil lilac: thast one yes  

Major Rod: happy 

bloodraynes lil lilac: winks at Rod as i rock side to side  

RocketManFL: yes of course, sorry didnt realize you were waiting 

Major Rod: awwwwwww 

Major Rod: just lovely 

Major Rod: thanx 

bloodraynes lil lilac: smiles and grabs each of your shoudlers asi sway infront of you 

letting my hair fly around my shoulders and flashs my eyes at you  

RocketManFL: stares into lilac's eyes smiling 

Major Rod: oh yeah 

Major Rod: heaven 

bloodraynes lil lilac: tilts my head and stands rolling my hips in circles as i turn my back 

to you both 

RocketManFL: oh my such a fine fine view 

Major Rod: yes indeed, nice back 

bloodraynes lil lilac: wiggles my fingers at the others watching as my ass brushs against 

each of your laps while i unzip my top some  

Major Rod: omg 

D r a z: winks at lilac 

RocketManFL: mm feels good 

Major Rod: lovely derriere 

RocketManFL: pours some water on her lovely wiglng ass 

bloodraynes lil lilac: bounces on each groin to see how long they can take  



Major Rod: i'm outta water 

Major Rod:  oh yeah 

Major Rod: i can take a lot 

RocketManFL: need to pace yourself rod, lol 

D r a z: passes 2 more  waters  

Major Rod: ty draz 

bloodraynes lil lilac: smiles and feels more water drip down my thighs as i rock my ass 

left and right inches from there buldges  

RocketManFL: ty sir, 

bloodraynes lil lilac: winks at draz what a help you are 

Major Rod: pours water on lilac's, well, whatever of her that's close 

RocketManFL: empties first bottle on to lilac, tosses empty onto bar top 

D r a z: laffsssss 

RocketManFL: opens second COLD bottle 

RocketManFL: takes a sip 

bloodraynes lil lilac: giggles as they cant hold back and dump all the water onto my ass 

and back  

RocketManFL: then dribbles ice cold water onto lilac 

Major Rod: lilac lilac lilac 

Major Rod: smiling broadly 

Major Rod: life is good, lilac is better 

RocketManFL: very erotic 

bloodraynes lil lilac: sways lower letting my now wet ass rub against each of their laps 

more tosses my head back anr unzips my top all the way but it hides my breasts from all 

the water being poured onto them 

Major Rod: settle in dear likac... be comfy 

RocketManFL: holds soem water back just in case 

Major Rod: holds everything back, just in case 

bloodraynes lil lilac: winks at kay slows my hips rockin an takes turns sitting on each of 

the mens laps kisses each of their cheeks  

Major Rod: eyes fixed on lilac's every move 

bloodraynes lil lilac: waves at trish as i bounce to this tune first on Rods groin then 

Rocketman making his rocket grow harder  

RocketManFL: oh myyyy 

Major Rod: have mercy 

Major Rod: actually, come to think of it, show no mercy 

bloodraynes lil lilac: swats each of there faces with my hair as i move swide to side and 

lets my top fall open but not to much  

Major Rod: well, a little fall open up there goes a long ways 

Major Rod: what awesome cleavage lilac 

RocketManFL: damnit, i have to go  boss just came in with a rush task 

Major Rod: don't worry lilac, i'm still here 

RocketManFL: ty so very much lilac 



RocketManFL: truoly a pleasure 

bloodraynes lil lilac: rocks my head with the music as my ass brushs and grinds up and 

down making it hard for them both to rememebr the rule 

Major Rod: oh, i remember the rule lilac, but don't stop 

D r a z: off the rocket zoooooooooooooooooms 

Major Rod: u grind so good 

bloodraynes lil lilac: slowly stands and moves around behind you both..whispers to your 

both as i slide each of my hands down your chests to the front of your pants  

Major Rod: frozen in place... tingling all over 

bloodraynes lil lilac: swats each buldge good boys  

Major Rod: don't worry lilac, i'm still here 

bloodraynes lil lilac: awwwwwwwwwwww i just saw 

daviddirects: have I ever really been able to stop you? 

Major Rod: i'll give you double texts 

Major Rod: yes, well, my horn is here 

bloodraynes lil lilac: smiles at Rod presses my tits to your back as my hands slide up and 

down your chest its nice you lasted  

Major Rod: i'm all night lilac darlin 

Major Rod: your touch is heaven 

Major Rod: well, thank goodness lilac is, one more won't hurt 

Major Rod: aim away 

bloodraynes lil lilac: slides my hands in under your shirt nibbles on your earlobe and 

thanks you for the dance  

D r a z: winks at lilac..........woo hoo well done girl 

Major Rod: awesome lilac 

bloodraynes lil lilac: ty draz  

Major Rod: thanks 

Major Rod: i've missed u, it's been a while 

bloodraynes lil lilac: dances back around infront of Rod look at his horn it sure is 

something  

Major Rod: awwww, u say the nicest things... 

Major Rod: but u did it dear 

bloodraynes lil lilac: and why is david looking at your horn? 

bloodraynes lil lilac: sits back down across Rod's lap 

 

 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *sits on the edge of the bar ..smiles and lets my hips move to the 

music* 

D r a z:  smiles watching the hips  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *winks stands up and sways on top of the bar letting my top and 

shorts move with my body* 

Bee_passionately_blue: admires the playfulness of dancing girl 



D r a z: smileslooking up at lilac  as the clothes barely hide her sensuality 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *spins around an thinks of what i wore last night as i strut up the 

bar ..smiles at Bee drops to my knees and rocks my shoulders* 

D r a z: looks down the bar watching lilacon her knees shimmying 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *wets my red lips with the tip of my pink tongue ..rockin side to side 

with the beat and lets my tummy show* 

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile in reply admiring the beauty of your breasts and the v of 

your thighs as you flaunt your sensuality 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *runs my hands up your chest tugs your hair and rocks my shoulders 

more letting my hair hang down my back and my top come unziped some * 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles back aT Draz rocks side to side as my knees slide apart and 

tugs on Bee's hair while my body rubs against His * 

D r a z: smiles watching lilac as she rocks side to side 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *bucks up and down on my knees shakes my head and brushs my 

tongue against Bee's bottom lip as he looses his voice* 

D r a z:  laffs as i watch lilac give bee the full treatment  

Bee_passionately_blue: I hold my breath and admire as you take my breath and voice 

away 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *wiggles my ass at Draz while my tits and tummy rub against His 

chest and tummy hellooooooooo* 

D r a z: grins watching  that ass work it  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *gigglkes there he is..rocks my lower body with the rhytum as my 

top comes unziped more from my shoulders moving with the music* 

Alert: mohmoh_64 reddotted by: D r a z 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *rocks left and right letting Bee's syes see something Draz isn't as i 

rock side to side ..winks and tugs on your hair while my hips bump and grind against your 

body* 

D r a z: smiles as i see lilacs breasts become more visible  as  

D r a z:  smiles .....knowing lilcafills many a guys  fantasy   

bloodraynes lil lilac: *wiggles on my knees ..smiles and kisses Bee to help him breath* 

Bee_passionately_blue: Feels the lips tease and brazen whisper of lusty things 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *mmmmmm Bee pursss nips on your bottom lip as my boobs crush 

against your chest..rocks my hips to the beat and thrusts my ass back at the d/j* 

D r a z: smiles watching lilac  tease bee  and sees  those cheeks thrustin back 

Will 158: wanders in and smiles  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *stands up nice and slow rocks left and right as i turn around 

..shaking my hair down my back more steps onto the stage unzips my shorts so i can 

dance more* 

Bee_passionately_blue: I feel the light nips and I close my eyes to deepen the sensation 

of my senses being heated by your lust 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *dances around on the stage lets my top come all the way unziped 

as my hips sway right and left* 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *winks slips it off my shoulders waves it over my head and tosses it 

at my feet while my bra barely covers my tits* 



D r a z: grins watching the zip slide all the way down given sneak views  

Will 158: <my eyes twinkle as lilac shimmies>  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *spins around rocks my hips to make sure Bee is still alive winks at 

Him and shakes my firm butt with the music* 

Bee_passionately_blue: feels her continue to inspire luscious thoughts as she winks and 

shows off her beautiful firm butt 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *twrills around as i move up the stage letting my thighs open and 

close kicking my feet side to side and unclips unzips my shorts* 

D r a z: grins watching  the young body express lilacsdeep sensuality 

Will 158: smiles at the good fortune of coming in in the middle of all this <grins>  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *looks out over the room wiggles my ass,,tugs my shorts down and 

lets them falll dopwn my legs as i shimmy my shoulders * 

D r a z: hot  thing   for sure .............. as the shorts fall down    

bloodraynes lil lilac: *spins around kicks my shorts at Will and spins around on the center 

of the stage* 

Will 158: Catches the shorts and smile   .. my eyes never leaving lilac's booty  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *rocks my hips snapping my fingers as my pink tongue makes my 

red lips shine while i move around the stage letting the house lights make my skin shine 

and beads of sweat drip down my tits and thighs as i move in circles* 

D r a z: following the path of  the sweat drips downthe curves and  further  

Will 158: sees lilac's skin take on a glow in the light sheen of sweat    

bloodraynes lil lilac: *spins around shaking my ass with the music..slides my small hands 

up to my breasts to tease the men cups eachone smiles and squeezes as my hips swing 

left and right letting my panties show my creamy skin eachtime i move* 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi driver 

Will 158: <blushes when Lilac's catches my eyes staring straight at her "camel toe" 

321driver: hi bee 

D r a z: watching small hands caressing    and hips swing  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *stops at the end of the stage smiles at driver and looks at him as he 

gets to see my hands open and clsoe on my breasts* 

D r a z: catches a side view of  lillacs perky breasts  

bloodraynes lil lilac: hhhmm turns around see the men want to talk wiggles my hips and 

contines to move with the beat on the stage* 

Will 158: TaLK ??    hell we do   .. follows lilac's hips as they synch with the rythm 

D r a z: can only concentrate on the sensual dancer on stage  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *winks at Draz as i move on the stage spins around and lets Will see 

my small hands cup my breasts and rolls my hips with the rhytum of this song* 

Will 158: eyes beam as I swallow hard and a bead of sweat forms on my forehead. 

D r a z: sparkling eyes watch the sensual dancer as she moves to  the beat  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles and lets my fingers slide down my tummy swats each thigh 

and turns to face the d/j booth rocks my hips and unclips my bra letting it slide down 

each shoulder while i wink at the watchers* 

D r a z: grins as i get a good view of  lilacs sensational breasts   



Will 158: Drawn in by the beat and the sensual jiggle of warm flesh on stage   .. I clap 

and hoot  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *rocks side to side....looks bnack over my shoulder as my bra slips 

into my hands squezes and slowly rocks my hips to this song ohhh tyy Draz as my body 

stands still smiles and lets my tits be seen threw my fingers* 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *rocks my hips side to side as my shoulders rock with the 

beat..smiles at you both as my hair swings and tickles my back * 

D r a z: smiles watching as the breasts jiggle in lilacs hands  .......... and the hips rock like 

crazy  

Will 158: squints ..  half seeing and half fantasizing an erect lilac nipple 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *twrils my bar around over my head winks at Will and lets my hips 

sway right left and right forgetting where i am at the monute*  

bloodraynes lil lilac: bra 

Will 158: Oh my  < a wide smile on my face as I catch the scent of lilac as she dances>  

D r a z: as the ghips swivel and hair flies ........... fantasises about other times  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles at Draz tosses it up into the air to see who wants to catch it 

as i dance around on the stage letting my pantis barely cover my ass as it sways right and 

lrft* 

Will 158: Clutches the shorts lilac threw earlier .. watching the bra float thru the air.  

D r a z: grins as the bra sails over catching it and putting behind the bar 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *waves at the late karate as my bra goes flying into the air* 

karate820: waves back to the lovely dancer...blowing her a kiss 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *giggles Will didnt have a chance with Draz in the room * 

karate820: no one has a chance...lol 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *winks as the song ends cups my breasts blwos each guy a kiss and 

walks off the stage to the back room * 

Will 158: clap clap clap      tuneeee  <grins>  

karate820: watches as the lovely lilac disappears 

Bee_passionately_blue: thank you for the dance lilac 

D r a z: woo hoo ......stands and applauds lilac,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.bravo lilac  

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles its great to be back guys 

D r a z: it great to have you back 

Will 158: Draz .. see that the lady gets her shorts back   .. <puts them on the bar>  great 

dance   

bloodraynes lil lilac: *smiles at the nice guys as i get my clothes back * 

D r a z:  passes lilac her clothes in the dressing room  

karate820: smiles...appreciating what she brings to the room 

D r a z: smiles ,,,,,,perfect .......... lilac 

Bee_passionately_blue: you have a way of inspiring naughtiness lilac 

bloodraynes lil lilac: *slips a white tee shirt,,,blue shorts,,my hair tied back and knee high 

socks with blue shoes....on my feet * 

 



Caramel Cupcake 

 

caramel cupkake: listens to the tune.....rises from the tub and towels off.....walks to one 

of the dance stages and steps on, starts to move 

caramel cupkake: shuffles along, spins and sways 

D r a z: smiles watching caramel as she sways and spins in her bikini  

caramel cupkake: tosses the hair and spins again, moves along the floor and gently 

sways and rocks 

caramel cupkake: glides along the floor, grabs the pole and swings around, then holds 

the pole with both hands and sways from side to side 

caramel cupkake: dips and holds the pole, then raises and turns and moves back to the 

pole and sways 

D r a z: grins watchig caramel  as she swings around the pole .............. mmmmm .nice 

moves  

caramel cupkake: spins on the pole and leans back, sways again 

D r a z: eyes taking all of caramel as she lays back  to  the pole  

RocketManFL: dam caramel  

caramel cupkake: turns and backs to the pole and grinds to it, sways to and fro, then 

steps away and spins, glides along the stage and spins again 

RocketManFL: tapping beat on bartop  

caramel cupkake: looks at Rocket, licks the lips and smiles, spins and slowly rolls the 

booty at him 

RocketManFL: smiling back and winks at caramel  

D r a z:  watching  asthe bluesbeat  infusesinto   caramel andcombineswith hersensuality  

vesice: smiles up to caramel  

caramel cupkake: smiles and looks over the shoulder to rocket, sways again and brings a 

hand to run over the butt 

RocketManFL: mmmmmm, big smiles  

caramel cupkake: gives the butt a quick slap, spins and strust to the pole, and hooks a leg 

and arches back, working the shoulders 

RocketManFL: gets up from bar and takes seat near stage  

caramel cupkake: breasts pushing towards the ceiling, nipples pushing through the sheer 

material of the bikini top 

RocketManFL: notie protrusions, mmm damn so big  

caramel cupkake: looks over at David, smiles and spins around the pole, then unhooks 

the leg, rests against the pole...widens the feet and slides on the pole 

caramel cupkake: a hand runs inside the right leg, a hand goes down the left leg....slowly 

raising and lowering against the pole 

D r a z: smiles as the pole  gets  well and truly  shined  

caramel cupkake: rolls the butt, spins and holds the pole...and sways and rocks it 

daviddirects: returns the smile.. 



caramel cupkake: tosses the hair back, spins on the stage and moves in place for a 

moment....a hand runs over the midsection 

D r a z: watches caramels hand  on her ummy  

caramel cupkake: steps back to the pole and rests against it, slowly sways to the slower 

beat 

caramel cupkake: lowers very slowly, swaying on the way down and on the way up 

D r a z: watches the seductive body against the pole  

RocketManFL: drinks in caramel's sways  

caramel cupkake: spins and grabs the pole, sways again, then rocks the butt left, then 

right 

caramel cupkake: drops the head back and keeps swaying....hands move up and down on 

the pole in more than a seductive way 

RocketManFL: groans as she strokespole  

caramel cupkake: leans to the pole, the tip of the tongue flicks at the pole, then again 

D r a z: smiles watching those muscled  thighs  

caramel cupkake: the hands continue the slow stroke....then a little faster 

RocketManFL: shifts in seat  

RocketManFL: smiling  

caramel cupkake: spins to rest against the pole...hands slowly glide up a leg... 

caramel cupkake: over the tummy 

D r a z: grins at the suggestive  moves  

caramel cupkake: up to the breasts....each is squeezed 

caramel cupkake: the slow sway against the pole continues....a hand glides down the 

tummy and pauses .... 

caramel cupkake: moves a little lower.... 

D r a z: smiles watching the hands    a 

RocketManFL: mmmmm enjoys voluptous flrsh as she grabs  

caramel cupkake: runs over the bikini bottom....the finger teases along the outline of the 

fabric 

Washington_winds: and a fine good evening to you also Bee 

RocketManFL: oh myyyyyyyyyyy smiling  

Gabriela92: mmmm, so sexy, Caramel.... 

D r a z: smiles   ... wtching  thefingers 

RocketManFL: tapping baet on edge of stage  

caramel cupkake: the head rocks to the beat...the body sways in time....the hand glides 

between the legs for a brief moment...then back tot he tummy 

caramel cupkake: the hands reach above the head for the pole, the sway continues with a 

deleiberate grind into the pole 

RocketManFL: such a taught tummy, mmmmm  

D r a z: grins atcaramel seeing her more aroused state 

caramel cupkake: the eyes close...the head tips back... a hand runs over the midsection, 

the other up a hip 

RocketManFL: wishing i was the pole, smiles at caramel  

daviddirects: hello winds 



Washington_winds: hello david, is good to see you this fine evening 

daviddirects: you as well.. 

caramel cupkake: lowers slowly to the floor, rests back on the hands and brings a leg 

up....runs a hand over it....and spins to get on the knees 

caramel cupkake: slowly moves in place, swaying from right to left, the hands run along 

the sides, over the midsection once more....then cup and squeeze each breast 

RocketManFL: o myyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy  

Gabriela92: eyes following Caramel's saucy moves 

caramel cupkake: sways again....hands cupping the breasts....the head slowly moves in a 

hypnotic way 

D r a z: grins  as caramel slides to all fours  .........  watchingclosely herrythmn  

caramel cupkake: leans back....lets the hands run up the body, down again....and along 

the insides of each leg 

RocketManFL: <<< hypnotized by caramels moves  

caramel cupkake: brings one hand over the bikini bottom....glides back and forth on it.... 

D r a z: singing oh yeah ........anything goes  ....watching  the hands  

caramel cupkake: spins around and stands....turns to the pole and slowly sways and 

works the booty....moving back to the pole, spins and back against it 

RocketManFL: oogles caramels booty  

caramel cupkake: sways again and continues with the hands all over the body 

caramel cupkake: lowers and raises....hands run along the inside of each leg 

D r a z: smies as the hands stroke her body  ..........in time with the beat 

caramel cupkake: up again over the midsection and the breasts...swaying again and 

grinding to the beat 

RocketManFL: so sensual claps for caramel Bee_passionately_blue: hi meher 

caramel cupkake: rests to the pole again and resumes the slow grind and sway....head 

moves to the tune 

caramel cupkake: slows....and stops...head against the pole... 

caramel cupkake: smiles...steps away from the pole and off the stage 

RocketManFL: holds hand up to elp caramel off stage  

caramel cupkake: places the hand into Rocket's and steps 

caramel cupkake: thank you 

D r a z: stands and hoots and hollers .............. nice dance  caramel 

caramel cupkake: thank you 

RocketManFL: smiling, wonderful caramel, simply wonderful  

D r a z: wow  .......thank you 

caramel cupkake: smiles, takes a little bow, spins and gives the booty a little shake in 

appreciation 

Will 158: Hey bee 

RocketManFL: claps loudly, wooo hoo caramel  

D r a z:  grins at caramel ............ thats a keeper thanks 

Gabriela92: Wooo, Hooo, Caramel!!!!! 

Gabriela92: fantastic!!!! 

caramel cupkake: smiles again, blushes slightly.... 



caramel cupkake: thank you everyone 

Bee_passionately_blue: thank you for dancing caramel 

caramel cupkake: joins Rocket for the moment, sits on his lap 

RocketManFL: mmm arm around waist  

RocketManFL: great danving caramel  

caramel cupkake:  Not bad for a rookie huh ? 

Gabriela92: that was great, Caramel 

RocketManFL: not bad? I would say it was outstanding  

caramel cupkake: As long as you liked it, then it was good 

D r a z:  very  good caramel ........ hope the music was ok for  you 

Gabriela92: well beyond "good," for sure. 
caramel cupkake: It worked out fine....I was debating if I should do it, and thought what 

the heck, go for it. 

Gabriela92: Glad you did; wish I would've seen the early part, but I'm sure we'll see that 

one in the archives. 

 

 

caramel cupkake: takes the drink in hand, slides off the barstool, and walks toward one 

of the dance stages 

caramel cupkake: sips the drink, steps onto the mini platform and looks around 

caramel cupkake: looks at the pole, steps to it and leans against it, starts a little sway 

D r a z: watches caramel  on the stage  .... and shuffles through my music  

mylstoknowhere: watches caramel warm to the pole 

steve33_3: wishing i was the pole 

caramel cupkake: sips the drink again and runs a hand along the pole 

caramel cupkake: sways alittle more to the music 

mylstoknowhere: or wishin ur pole was the pole maybe? 

caramel cupkake: sips at the water, then sets the glass down 

D r a z: watches those hips on caramel  as the music takes her 

caramel cupkake: runs the hands up the body, then turns and rocks the hips slowly, 

sways left, then right 

caramel cupkake: grabs the pole and sways again, makes sure to rock the butt hard 

D r a z: smiles seeing the hot butt rock side to side  

caramel cupkake: looks back, keeps the hands gliding on the pole, then turns to back to 

it, tips the head and lets the hands run on the body 

caramel cupkake: sways a little faster, head moves slightly 

caramel cupkake: spins and steps from the pole, sways in place, hands run up the body, 

then spins again, hands run on the butt 

D r a z:  imagines sets of hands running up and down caramel  

steve33_3: watching caramel sway to the beat 

caramel cupkake: tosses the hair...steps to the pole, drapes a leg around 



caramel cupkake: keeps swaying, head moving as well... 

caramel cupkake: a little gryration of the hips, then a shake of the shoulders 

caramel cupkake: pulls the leg back....loosesn the jeans a slides them a little down on the 

hips 

caramel cupkake: tugs the tee up.....showing a bit of the bra.... 

caramel cupkake: pulls the tee up and off....twirls it and tosses it 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm caramel grinssss 

caramel cupkake: tosses the hair again....sways in place, and rolls the hips left to right 

D r a z: leans back and breathes deeper as the jeans slide .catches the tee 

caramel cupkake: hooks the jeans...slides them alittle further down... 

caramel cupkake: giving a glimpse of the thong... 

mylstoknowhere: 0_0 

steve33_3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

caramel cupkake: smiles and rolls the hips, sways right to left... 

caramel cupkake: grabs the pole and sways hard, snaps the hips off left, then 

right....pushes to the pole and glides against it 

caramel cupkake: slows a little....then starts in again with the new tune 

caramel cupkake: slowly backs to the pole and sways....lowers while the back rests 

against the pole.... 

D r a z: smiles watching  the slow grind  

caramel cupkake: runs a hand over the breasts.....head falls back... 

caramel cupkake: the slow roll continues, the body rises.... 

caramel cupkake: the jeans get pushed down a little more....then all the way to the 

ankles 

mylstoknowhere: watches those jeans peel down 

caramel cupkake: kicks them aside...holds the pole and sways, rocks right then left, then 

wraps the leg around and glides on the pole 

D r a z: eyes on caramels thighs as the jeans fall away  

caramel cupkake: the head falls back...the hand slides on the pole while I slowly grind on 

the pole 

caramel cupkake: pulls the leg back, backs to the pole and sways slowly, fingers 

snapping to the beat 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm to the thought of grindin on the pole heh heh heh 

caramel cupkake: steps from the pole, sways and spins, lowers slowly and drops to the 

knees, leans back, jiggles the boobs 

caramel cupkake: sways the shoulders, tosses the hair back....hands run up and down my 

body 

D r a z: eyes fixed on caramel   as she caresses  herself 

caramel cupkake: rises...backs to the pole, sways again, then spins and hooks around the 

pole and leans back....rocks and sways and grinds 

caramel cupkake: a hand slides on the body, on my side.... 

kelli-: sips my drink.. watching 

caramel cupkake: back to my butt...and I circle the hand, then lean over and run both 

hands on my butt 



caramel cupkake: rolls it and sways slowly, snaps it off right, then left and gives it a 

smack 

D r a z:  smiles and watches the hands  

caramel cupkake: stands...hooks the pole again and glides on it... 

caramel cupkake: spins away, rests back and runs up and down against the pole....legs 

spread to give a little glimpse 

mylstoknowhere: catchin a glimpse 

caramel cupkake: rises up....and slowly moves and pauses.....then spins and steps away, 

leans back, sways and rocks the hips again 

D r a z:  smiles watching the slinky moves  

caramel cupkake: head bobs left, then right...hands move up and down my body...then 

one hand sneaks between the legs... 

mylstoknowhere: watchin the sneaky hand  

caramel cupkake: the head falls back, again moving slowly, grinding on the hand, rocking 

on it to the tune of the harmonica 

caramel cupkake: pulls it away, slowly glides along the stage...and pauses.... 

caramel cupkake: steps off the stage, takes a big drink from the glass and settles onto 

the platform 

kelli-: applaudes for caramel 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds woooohoooooo caramel !!!!! 

kelli-: nice job 

caramel cupkake: rises and smiles, nods in appreciation 

caramel cupkake: thank you 

trisha_29: excellent dance caramel!!!!! 

D r a z: smiles looking at  caramel  ..............woo hoo  .............great dance .walks over 

with a LAB robe holding it out  

mylstoknowhere: nooo thank youuuu caramel very nice wink 

caramel cupkake: passes on the robe and slides the tee and jeans back on 

caramel cupkake: makes a mental note that next time I have some kind of outfit a little 

more fitting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dirtyrpgirl 

 

dirtyrpgirl: steps up on the barstool...and onto the bar...................... 

Gabriela92: go, Dirty!!!!! 

mylstoknowhere: woohooo go dirts gooo 

lissy_32: do it dirty... 

dirtyrpgirl: spins and does the splits...................................... 

Maxillary_Nerve: woo hoo dirty!  

mylstoknowhere: whoaaaaaaa 

lissy_32: let that hair fly baby! 

dirtyrpgirl: my long legs scissor open as my little blue panties show from under my jean 

skirt 

lissy_32: ..sitting and shaking my d cups..... 

Gabriela92: nods my head to the beat, watching Dirty on the bar... 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on the bar...as i hump my crotch to the bar......... 

Maxillary_Nerve: hmmm that bar  

mylstoknowhere: grinssssssssss 

Maxillary_Nerve: lol nice lissy  

Gabriela92: punches the air with my fist to the beat... 

dirtyrpgirl: then i spin my right leg................btt on the bar and jump up............my right 

knee on the bar..................left knee at my chest..................shaking my shouders 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hand slide up my leg to my thigh................... 

mylstoknowhere: watchin that hand slide up 

D r a z: watchs dirtys hand  

Gabriela92: tracks Dirty's fingers with my eyes... mmmmmm.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: whoa... hand....  

dirtyrpgirl: tracing my hand to the front of my panties.........then to my breasts as i stand 

back up....................feet apart.......bent at my hips...rollong my head....my hair flying out 

in a circle 

Gabriela92: here, Kitty, Kitty, Kitty.. 

Will 158: my eyebrows go up as I sip my beer and watch 

mylstoknowhere: purrs & meows 

Maxillary_Nerve: grrr baby. very grrrrr lol  

dirtyrpgirl: then as i turn..................i run the length of the bar and dive to the pole at the 

end of the bar.................kicking my legs out ans spins around and around.............slolwly 

decending with my butt on the bar...knee's up and gripping the pole....my hands holding 

it as i just arch back 

mylstoknowhere: wooooohooooooo !!!! 

Gabriela92: watches Hurricane Ashley brewing on the stage.... 

Will 158: pounds the bar with one hand and hoots  

lissy_32: wow... 

lissy_32: oooooh rah! 



lissy_32: love the pole spins! 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting up on my feet as i press my panty covered crotch to the pole....grinding 

and rubbing it up and down seductively 

Gabriela92: notices the metal getting slightly shinier in the spotlight... 

Maxillary_Nerve: lucky pole!  

mylstoknowhere: oooooooh myyyyyyyy grrrrrrrrrowls building from throat 

dirtyrpgirl: my head hangin back as my hair touches the bar...............thrusting my hips to 

the pole.......feeling it rub the faric of my panties into my moistness 

dirtyrpgirl: the as the next tune slows......................i fall back to the bar on my 

back.........lifting my legs high to the air...................my butt touching the pole now 

mylstoknowhere: checkin out those legs mmmmmm 

dirtyrpgirl: my skirt bunching to my hips...panties exposed.............rubbing my breasts 

with my hands as my belly lifts and lowers 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at the dancer heaving her belly 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my legs fall back as i arch my belly up with my feet and hands on the 

bar.........before standing back up and jumping up on to the pole...........climbing up it 

hand over hand with my legs gripping below me 

mylstoknowhere: ride the pole ! 0_0 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my legs up and slides down facing down to the bar...spinning around 

it as my skirt and top lets gravity take over and exposing my bra and panties 

Maxillary_Nerve: thank god for gravity....  

mylstoknowhere: wooooohooooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: finally doing a handstand.....................and walking down the length of the bar 

on my hands...balancing myself.......................stopping close to the barstool i was 

at....and does a pushup....spinging myself up and flips down to the bar 

floor......................lading on my feet................butt protruding back...arms in the 

air....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: and bow's......giggling....whew !!!!!! 

D r a z: woo hoo dirty  ........wow 

Will 158: clap clap clap   <big silly grin>  

Gabriela92: awesome, Dirty!!!! wooooo, hoooooo!!!!! 

Jakes Mealticket: u cant beat a good spin 

D r a z:  claps ........... and hoots  

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds loudly 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..thankies Draz 

Maxillary_Nerve: woooo hoooo dirty! applauds!  

dirtyrpgirl: thank You gabi !!!! 

mylstoknowhere: wooooohoooooo dirty !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: ty myls....... 

kelli-: nice dg 

dirtyrpgirl: ty Max ........smiles 

mylstoknowhere: ty dirty !! 

dirtyrpgirl: thnak you kelli......smiles 

kelli-: taking notes 



dirtyrpgirl: curtsies now 

Maxillary_Nerve: smiles back  

mylstoknowhere: grinssss at the curtsies 

kelli-: LTNS 

dirtyrpgirl: turns to the bar...giving the back of my skirt a little flip with my butt 

mylstoknowhere: smilessssss at that butt grrrrrrrr 

dirtyrpgirl: and kneels up on the barstool....shaking my hair and flinging it back 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya indy !!!....smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: wiggles my hiney as i kneel on the stool................... 

dirtyrpgirl: looking over the bar,elbow's on the bar 

mylstoknowhere: such a nice hiney now shake that thing  

Will 158: DG  .. have you registered that wiggle as a dangerous weapon?  <smiles>  

 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl: Draz?...can i have a shot of that peppermiint?.....my throat is kinda parched 

!!!....lol 

D r a z: pours a shot of peppermint and  passes it  to dirty ......Winks 

dirtyrpgirl: drops onto my knees in front of Draz and putting the shot glass to my 

lips..and turns it back.....archingback on my knee's on the bar, my butt resting on my 

bare heels 

trisha_29: woohoooooooo babygirl!!!!!! 

D r a z: yees wandering up  dirty's thighs to her wet spot  

dirtyrpgirl: my knee's spread open as i stay on them as i kneel on top of the bar 

redtail777: swallows hard 

greygriffin20: *tilts head taking a peak* 

dirtyrpgirl: one more shot Draz?...that shit is gooood !!!...lol 

RocketManFL: so is watching you dirty  

trisha_29: lol hell my lip marks are prolly still on them panties 

D r a z: pouts a shot of peppermint and passes it to dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: wanna check baby...turns and opens my knee's wide showing you the crotch 

of my panties 

D r a z: smiles .uh uh very wet  ...........  

dirtyrpgirl: thank You Draz.......takes the shot and leans back......so far my hair is on the 

bar as i hold the shot glass high in the air 

trisha_29: grins...leans over and runs my finger softly over the front of the panties 

JTdirtyrpgirl: shivers as i feel your finger.......and just tilts the shot glass to my mouth 

from about 12 or 15 inches from my mouth...letting it just pour into my open 

mouth,forming a pddle in my mouth 

dirtyrpgirl: my breasts pushing to the tight blouse as i lean wayyyyyyyyyyyyy back 

dirtyrpgirl: then ..i do what every good girl should do.......................................... 

RocketManFL: way way waaaaay back  



dirtyrpgirl: swallows !!!!! 

RocketManFL: hehehehhe dirty ^5  

trisha_29: woohooooooo babygirl! 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh dirts 

dirtyrpgirl: and jumps up onto the bar now....tossing the shot glass into a garbage can 

behind the bar,, rolling my hips as the tight wet panties cling to my body 

D r a z: loks up at  dirty on the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: spining on my bare heels and letting my back face the crowd as i sway my ass 

left to right...my butt cheeks hanging out from the panties as i raise my hand high in the 

air 

JT_Roadhog_1080: <watches DG's butt wavin in the air> 

trisha_29: slides off the bar...grabbing my drink and backing my ass up to david...never 

taking my eyes off my babygirl dancing on the bar 

D r a z:  grinss watching dirty slapping my hand on the bar to the beat .eyes on her butt 

RocketManFL: damn nice butt  

dirtyrpgirl: opening my stance, my feet spreading wider........as my hips snap to the 

left...................then the right.....................bending at my waist....as my hands fall to the 

bartop................my hair in my face as i just left my ass sway left to right to the beat 

trisha_29: settles my tush right against his lap..mmmm...biting my lip watching my 

babygirl move so perfectly 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmm go dirty gooooooo 

daviddirects: holding onto Trisha...watching the show on the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: turning slowly....aligning my body with the length of the bar.....and getting on 

my hands and knee's.......................... 

dirtyrpgirl: slinking down the bar...moving slow and graceful ,like a sleek 

panther................hand over hand padding to the bar...letting my butt move to the beat 

daviddirects: love those panther moves 

D r a z: such a hot  mover even when shes slinky  

mylstoknowhere: all sleek and graceful is her moves 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping at i reach the pole and getting up on my knee's lifting my face and 

looking at the pole as i undo the last remaining buttons of my blouse............tugging at 

the knot and then quickly pulling it down over my shoulder 

mylstoknowhere: woohooo dirty 

trisha_29: wiggles my ass slowly watching dirty dancing....damn she is hot! 

D r a z: smiles watching the top slide off  dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: sliding my arms from the sleevless top and tosses it to the pile of my clothes 

on the bar....as the matching bra clings to my breasts i put my hands to the pole 

daviddirects: she sure is....i picked the right time to come in.. 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting my knees and then moving my legs so they lay on the bar....the brass 

pole between my thighs and touching the wet crotch of my panties as my hands hold the 

pole 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning back again and working my hips and butt from the bar...grinding my 

crotch to the pole 

trisha_29: giggles and whispers.....see where that pole is grinding on her crotch 



david???? 

mylstoknowhere: grrrrrrrrrr's a throaty growl at her grrrrrrrindin the pole 

daviddirects: whispers back....yes I do 

dirtyrpgirl: spins around on the pole to give david a better view as my butt stays on the 

bartop 

trisha_29: grins...my tongue was there sucking up a shot of peppermint just before you 

came in 

dirtyrpgirl: damn sure was !!!!...and i loved it too !!!....lol 

trisha_29: mhmmm...was sexy as hell she was! 

daviddirects: dammnnnnnnnnn.... 

RobinBarnes87: oh yes she was lol 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my feet to the bar.................and stands up slowly.....letting my 

breasts rub to the pole as my hands move up,hand over hand 

dirtyrpgirl: i was just the pallet david !!!..my baby was the artist !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: pushing my butt out and stepping my right foor out and as i hold the pole...i 

just let my ass roll and bounce as my breasts rest to the brass pole 

JT_Roadhog_1080: god that is so hot 

trisha_29: woooooooooohoooooooo babygirl....work it! 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly letting my ass cheeks start to move in the tight panties.................... 

D r a z: shes all sexy ........w o m a n  

trisha_29: hell yeah she is! 

dirtyrpgirl: then faster and faster...untill they are just shaking as i roll my hips out and 

back to the pole 

RocketManFL: damnnnnnnnnn  

RocketManFL: drools (in his ind)  

RocketManFL: mind  

dirtyrpgirl: then.......kicking my right leg out and wraping it to the pole..........steadying 

my self on my left foot as i let go of the pole with my hands and just lean back 

trisha_29: dammmmmn babygirl 

mylstoknowhere: wow grip the pole ! 

dirtyrpgirl: my breasts tucked into my bra...and pointing straight up as i let my arms 

reach back and my hair hangs to my shoulders..............my tight belly allowing my body to 

sway as i hang on by me kef 

dirtyrpgirl: my leg^...giggles 

greygriffin20: haha 

daviddirects: damn she is hot.. 

dirtyrpgirl: then i lower my hands to my breasts and just sloly rub my hands down my 

body.....touching the front of my panties 

trisha_29: mhmmm she sure is....hot is putting it mildly 

mylstoknowhere: very mildly 

D r a z: dirty sure weaves her spell on us  .........  so hot   

RocketManFL: oh helllll yes draz  

dirtyrpgirl: tugging the fabric,creating a cameltoe.......then grabbing the pole again with 

my hands, dropping my right leg....sliding my feet back on the bar and slide my body 



untill i am hanging by my hands 

JT_Roadhog_1080: lookin at her cameltoe... intensely 

dirtyrpgirl: slowing humping the air as i roll my hips foward and back seductively 

RocketManFL: damn  

RocketManFL: air humping so sexily  

dirtyrpgirl: yw's baby....blow you a kiss as i move back to the pole.............. 

trisha_29: catches the kiss....slides it somewhere warm 

dirtyrpgirl: the front of my body pressed tight to the pole as i start to scend up the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles, watching you place the kiss in just the right place 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmm so tight to the pole i grin to myself 

trisha_29: winks at my babygirl 

D r a z: watches dirty as she works the pole  

dirtyrpgirl: winks back....and gets to the top of the pole...............locking my legs to the 

pole and then tugs at the panties.......... 

dirtyrpgirl: then lowering my slef down quickly, spinning around the pole as i do 

daviddirects: squeezing trish and watching the spin 

dirtyrpgirl: finally stoppng with my knee's to the bar..... 

D r a z: grins watching her hoochie coochie  

trisha_29: whimpers a little...not taking my eyes off my babygirl as she dances  

dirtyrpgirl: then releasing the pole and steps away and takes a bow...thank you for the 

hot body shot baby !!!! 

trisha_29: grins.....anytime babygirl!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: and thank you all for supporting me and all of the other dancers !!!..it really 

means alot to each one of us !!!! 

trisha_29: claps loudly....woohooooooo 

mylstoknowhere: woooot WOOOOOOTS claps loudly !!!! 

JT_Roadhog_1080: <applauds DG> 

RocketManFL: hoot n hollers for dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: and then drops my hands to the bar...doing a handstand, scissoring my long 

legs open and closed...and then 

daviddirects: woooohooooooooo...claps.. 

D r a z: stand s and  hollers  ...............bravo dirty  hugssssssssssssssss 

JT_Roadhog_1080: whisltes and claps 

dirtyrpgirl: springs from my hands and flips off of the bar and landing on the 

floor............grabbing my clothes as i run to the changing room !!! 

trisha_29: lol she is so fuckin cute! 

D r a z: smiles ........so perfect 

D r a z:  laffs yes she is  

mylstoknowhere: woooooHOOOOOOOO at the handstand flip 

dirtyrpgirl: thank you baby !!!...hugs and kisses you on my way to change !!! 

JT_Roadhog_1080: that flip was awesome 

trisha_29: hugsss and kissessss babygirl 

trisha_29: stretches my legs out...relaxing back against david...tapping my toes to the 

music 



dirtyrpgirl: coming out from behind the curtain to the changing room,wearing a short,red 

sating LAB robe,that has a clolorful huge dragon on the back, blowing a flame and in one 

of his talons, an olive branch and in the other talon...a dildo !!!.....tiesing the belt to my 

waist and then pulling my hair back into a ponytail 

mylstoknowhere: wb dirty clappin at ur return 

D r a z:  laffs at the talon dildo ,.winks at dirty 

daviddirects: that is a great robe.. 

mylstoknowhere: nice robe toooo wink 

dirtyrpgirl: aww ty myls !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to Draz !!!....giggles 

mylstoknowhere: yw's luv 

trisha_29: night sugar butt hugssss 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya Mj...smiles 

trisha_29: lol i love that robe! 
 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney to the tuneeeeeeeeeeeee 

D r a z: lets huckle up 

Will 158: Looks up from beer and smiles watching DG ...  motor on    

mylstoknowhere: she's shakin her hiney we better buckle up toooooo 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps and skips around.....my arms flailing high in the air............. 

mylstoknowhere: woooooot woooot 

xx-bobo-xx: moves back out of the way 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my barefeet...letting my hips sway left to right 

mylstoknowhere: shucks i move into her way !! 

dirtyrpgirl: lol myls 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs ya and starts jumping up n down in your amrs 

mylstoknowhere: yeaaaaaa 

mylstoknowhere: beats feet to the beat 

mylstoknowhere: raises ur arm and watches u twirl under it 

dirtyrpgirl: the back of my panties showing from under my short jean skirt 

dirtyrpgirl: twirls under it......stopping with the music...brushing my hair from my face 

mylstoknowhere: whew catches my breath lol 

dirtyrpgirl: m billy idol 

mylstoknowhere: pushes u back as i hold ur hand  

mylstoknowhere: and 2 step  

dirtyrpgirl: holding your hands as i move with you 

D r a z: watches  the wild one  

xXdesireeXx: Sips from the glass of water.  

dirtyrpgirl: screaming out..watch the barefeet !!!...laughing as i spin around and shake 

my hiney some more 



dirtyrpgirl: twisting my hips as i bounce some 

mylstoknowhere: keeps pace with ya watchin those piggies  

mylstoknowhere: kinda !! 

mylstoknowhere: ur hiney is more fun to watch 

mylstoknowhere: head and shoulders bouncing and swayin to the beat 

D r a z: watches thosemesmerising hips   

dirtyrpgirl: looking over my shoulder at you.......and wiggles it more 

dirtyrpgirl: sings out.....i'ma wild one !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! a real wild......child !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1 

mylstoknowhere: 2 steps up behind you hands on ur hips 

D r a z: laffs yes we knowwwwwwwwwww 

mylstoknowhere: shakes my hips with urs 

mylstoknowhere: dont we tho wink 

dirtyrpgirl: leans back to you.............grinding my booty to you as the tune stops 

mylstoknowhere: pulls you in tight grindin back 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands over yours as they rub up and down my belly over my 

teeshirt 

dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips as we slide to the left in unison 

dirtyrpgirl: then back to the right........my back and butt pressing back to you 

D r a z:  smiles watching  the dancers  

mylstoknowhere: my face in ur hair as you swing it back and forth  

xx-bobo-xx: that girl sure can dance draz 

Will 158: <has a long pull on my Ol' hookie   . .swallowing hard>  

mylstoknowhere: side steps in tune with you 

D r a z:  she sure can bobo and  myls is doing well keeping up with her 

mylstoknowhere: hands slide down ur belly down ur hips to ur thighs  

dirtyrpgirl: drops down, my butt on the dance floor as i hold your hands and slide 

underneath you.....laughing as i pop up behind you ...suprise !!!! 

xx-bobo-xx: sure is 

mylstoknowhere: leanin into you 

mylstoknowhere: weeeee  

dirtyrpgirl: rubs my boobs to your back and my hand just at the waistband of your pants 

mylstoknowhere: tricky devil 

dirtyrpgirl: bites your left earlobe from behind....uh huhhhhhh....... 

mylstoknowhere: swivels my sholders so back rubs ur boobs 

dirtyrpgirl: sways with my body pressing to yours 

xx-bobo-xx: bit of mike tyson in her bitin ears lol 

mylstoknowhere: pushes my booty out to grind backwards 

mylstoknowhere: << not complaining bobo 

dirtyrpgirl: whispers into your ear....this feel good?...as i do i let my fingers stretch down 

into the waist of your jeans...then pulling them out and rubbing your belly from under 

your shirt 

mylstoknowhere: mmmmmmmhmmmmmmoans back to you 

dirtyrpgirl: bumps my crotch to your backside 



mylstoknowhere: reaches hands behind u grabs ur butt and sways and thumps to the 

new beat 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmy's down behind you.....letting my hands roan down the front of your 

thighs and to your legs as i press my face to your butt over your jeans 

dirtyrpgirl: motorboating your butt..laughing loudly 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh 

mylstoknowhere: stayin in one place heel to toe raises bendin knees pushin my butt back  

dirtyrpgirl: then squirms and sways as i stand back up..............bumping my hips back and 

forth to your butt as i hold onto your beltloops 

nd.....smacks myls on his ass !!!....wooohooooooooooooooo 

mylstoknowhere: spins ya around and returns said smack on the ass  

dirtyrpgirl: bending at my waist, my hands on my knee's...looking over my shoulder..that 

all ya got !!! 

mylstoknowhere: heh heh heh 

mylstoknowhere: nope  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..i thought not !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: wiggles my tush again 

 

mylstoknowhere: takes a step and swings into your ass with fingers and palmed all 

stretched out 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm...pushing my butt 

back to your hand....letting you grab at my ass over my skirt 

mylstoknowhere: with a sharp pinch where i smacked you 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm myls  

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh myls !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!....giggles 

mylstoknowhere: no its i who says mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm dirts 

grinsssssss  

dirtyrpgirl: grins back at ya over my shoulder 

mylstoknowhere: spins ya around hugssss & gives ya a kiss thx for the dance sweety 

xx-bobo-xx: no bother enjoy blonde 

mylstoknowhere: oooh and thx for that hiney toooo wink 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmuuuuuuuuuuuuuuwaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh...your 

so very welcum myls sweety !!!!...hugsss you tight 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..anytime...winks 

mylstoknowhere: ok i ll remember that grinsssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to myls 

mylstoknowhere: winks back  

 

 

 

 



Kelli 

kelli-: comes back out .. puts my back pack under the bar  

kelli-: cute tight short skirt and 1/2 tank .. just for fun 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

D r a z: wink s at kelli 

 

kelli-: taps toe to the music 

D r a z: here we go welcome to the show 

kelli-: snaps my fingers 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: dancing hard 

D r a z:  gonna be hellova show 

meher_14: nice 

kelli-: hands high 

indyjones42: loosens tie and leans back in chair 

kelli-: moving parts most people can't find 

kelli-: shakes my ass to the beat 

D r a z:  give us all  you got ,.,.,.,.,.,.lets rock this joint .way its meant  to be  

kelli-: left left right right.. hips move to the music 

kelli-: head moving .. hair flying 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: plants feet ..  

kelli-: hips gyrate 

kelli-: rockin out  

kelli-: clapping to the music 

kelli-: dancing hard 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leaning back 

D r a z: watches the  hips and  feet  as kelli dances to the beat 

meher_14:    

kelli-: left foot keeping time 

kelli-: jumps up and lands on both feet .. hips moving  

kelli-: whoa!!! 

kelli-: shakes my finger at the boys 

kelli-: smiles 

D r a z: my my my 

kelli-: laffs 

meher_14: oh 

kelli-: lifting legs high 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 

D r a z: indy  you stillhere ? 

kelli-: leans forward 

indyjones42: tapping hands and feet to the beat here 



daviddirects: smiling..watching Kelli 

Gabriela92: detects snoring from distant booths... LOL 

kelli-: on all four infront of Indy 

daviddirects: smiles at Gabi 

indyjones42: all four is good 

caramel cupkake: sits on David's lap and takes in the dance as well 

kelli-: shakes my hair over your head 

kelli-: jumps up and laffs 

kelli-: dancing hard to the beat 

kelli-: hair flying 

indyjones42: love the short skirt 

kelli-: hands on hips  

daviddirects: wraps an arm around Caramel..watching kelli.. 

kelli-: back to the boys 

kelli-: leans over 

kelli-: moving my ass to the beat 

kelli-: legs straight 

caramel cupkake: slides an arm around David's neck and cuddles up close 

kelli-: leans more 

kelli-: shirt moves  

daviddirects: whispers..she's good, isn't she? 

kelli-: looks at Indy from between my legs 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: right 

caramel cupkake: nods and watches 

indyjones42: sweating a bit here 

kelli-: moving in a circle 

D r a z:  shes totally commited ........we love to watch her strut  

kelli-: strutts across the bar 

indyjones42: and smiling 

kelli-: extra bounce in my bunns 

kelli-: lifting legs high 

kelli-: looks at the boys 

kelli-: smiles 

meher_14:    

kelli-: leans down and pushes up mehers jaw 

D r a z: winks at kelli 

kelli-: smiles at draz 

kelli-: facing the boys.. air guitar 

D r a z:  watching her strummmmm and strutt  

kelli-: laffs at meher 



daviddirects: at this rate Meher will forget marsha 

kelli-: breaks into a hard dance 

kelli-: hands on my hips..  

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: sliding my feet slowly across the bar 

kelli-: moves to the pole 

indyjones42: moving well kelli 

D r a z:  watches as  kellli takes up the bluesy beat .......there we go again  

kelli-: winds my body around the cold metal 

kelli-: slowly shimmys up 

kelli-: wraps my legs around the pole 

meher_14: nice 

D r a z:  smiles watching as kelli   wraps the pole  

kelli-: holds the pole with one hand  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hips pulsing to the beat 

kelli-: mmmmm 

kelli-: lets go of the pole .. leaning back 

kelli-: humping the pole to the beat 

kelli-: leaning waaayyy back 

kelli-: dancing upside down  

D r a z: grins watching  the humping 

kelli-: hands touch the floor and legs let go of the pole 

kelli-: 1/2 tank falling  

kelli-: flips to my feet 

indyjones42: leaning forward in my chair 

kelli-: leans down .. almost crawling back toward the boys 

D r a z: watching as kelli  as  moves  around  

kelli-: crawls up to indy 

kelli-: head moving to the beat 

kelli-: rolls to my back 

indyjones42: rocking with the music 

kelli-: humps the air to the beat 

indyjones42: mmmm 

kelli-: kicks my feet and jumps up  

D r a z: smiles watching as kelli stands  

kelli-: walks in time to the beat to the edge of the bar 

indyjones42: good choice draz 

kelli-: slowly pulls the 1/2 tank over my head 

kelli-: flips it around and around 

kelli-: the tight lil strapless bra tight around me 

kelli-: thin material hiding little 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar 



D r a z: smiles watching kelli  at the edge  

kelli-: rocking back and forth in the short skirt 

kelli-: hands move high over my head 

kelli-: skirt rising 

daviddirects: watching intently.. 

meher_14:     

indyjones42: watching kelli move to the beat 

kelli-: hands move behind me 

kelli-: the skirt drops to the bar 

kelli-: tiny thong 

meher_14:    

kelli-: drops to my knees  

indyjones42: smiles 

kelli-: hands high 

D r a z: scops up the skirt and topand puts in herback pack  as i watch her come to her 

knees 

kelli-: body moving back and forth to the beat 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: waaayyy back 

kelli-: stretching my small body out 

D r a z: grins as    i watch   the thighs as kelli leans  back  

kelli-: head touching the bar as my hips move to the beat 

kelli-: rocking to the bluesy rhythm 

D r a z:  holds outa LAB robe out for kelli .......Bravo!!!!!!!!! 

kelli-: pushing up to my knees 

kelli-: stands and takes the robe 

kelli-: thank you Draz 

indyjones42: applauds and cheers 

indyjones42: bravo kelli 

kelli-: rocks the robe  

daviddirects: great dance kelli 

meher_14: sweet 

kelli-: spins making the robe fly out 

D r a z: super  dance ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. ty kelli   .......... holds a hand out ......  

kelli-: takes Draz hand .. dancing toward the steps 

kelli-: love Wynona 

D r a z:  smiles and  helps kelli off  the stage  

kelli-: leans in and kissssss Draz.. thanks for the tunes 

D r a z:  smiles you are welcome ......kisses her cheekback 

kelli-: thank you meher 

meher_14: yw 

 

 



kelli-: swaying to the slow beat 

kelli-: head following my shoulders 

Will 158: <smiles and watches>  

Centuritime: kellli is smokin' hot but not smokin 

kelli-: adds some hip movement 

kelli-: gets down to the floor and dances around Gab 

kelli-: then around the guys 

D r a z: nite cent  

kelli-: glad you could POP in 

al_olderguy: Glad gabi's brother is not here... If he see's Kelli's hips swaying like that 

he'd be a gonna... 

kelli-: swirls around al 

kelli-: mmmm he would see more than that  

Gabriela92: swings my stool around to watch Kelli... 

kelli-: sways my hips 

kelli-: hands high 

al_olderguy: Oh I'm sure.....  he'd see all of that sexy body.. 

kelli-: hops up on the bar 

D r a z: here we go ............going to be a hellova show  

kelli-: tappin my foot 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: lacey blouse moving with me 

kelli-: lil short skirt rising as I put my hands in the air 

kelli-: hips swivel 

al_olderguy: imagines what is happening under the blouse as it moves.... 

kelli-: dancing in a circle 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 

D r a z: slaps out the beat  on the bar watching kelli  

al_olderguy: and those legs.. they would get him for sure... 

kelli-: leans back as I swirl 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: plants feet 

kelli-: body moving hard 

Gabriela92: I already tease him incessantly; Kelli would put him over the edge; hahahaha 

kelli-: hands up 

Will 158: sips beer quietly following kelli's hips with my eyes  

al_olderguy: nice flat tummy.... 

kelli-: air guitar 

al_olderguy: shapely legs as the skirt moves higher..... 

kelli-: blouse moving to the beat 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: skin showing between the top and skirt 

kelli-: hips rocking hard 

kelli-: waits for it 



kelli-: toe moving 

kelli-: heal now moving to the beat 

kelli-: hands on hips 

al_olderguy: shapely legs flexing... 

kelli-: upper body moving  

kelli-: head swaying to the beat 

kelli-: smiling at the boys 

D r a z: winks at kelli  

al_olderguy: eyes following her every move... 

kelli-: leans down and closes mehers mouth 

kelli-: laffs as I break into a wild dance 

D r a z: moves the drool bucket  under  meher  

kelli-: lifting legs high 

kelli-: LMAO 

kelli-: leans back down .. waves my hand infront of his eyes 

kelli-: is he breathing? 

al_olderguy: flashes of knickers as kelli lifts those legs 

D r a z:  think hes passed out 

kelli-: LOL .. turns and shakes my ass at him 

kelli-: leans forward .. skirt rising 

al_olderguy: ooooooh 

kelli-: peals it off and throws it over his head 

al_olderguy: the guy must be dead... 

kelli-: bottom of my ass hanging from the boy short panties 

D r a z: watches as the top goes flying  

kelli-: swaying back and forth 

kelli-: leaning forward  

al_olderguy: not sure where the skirt landed.. who cares.. we see more of kelli now... 

kelli-: shakin my shoulders 

kelli-: oh well 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 

kelli-: watching Will and Al 

kelli-: swaying left then right 

kelli-: hips swivel  

al_olderguy: well kelli.. we are watching you..... 

kelli-: upper body making slinky S moves 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: blouse rising .. more tummie 

kelli-: looks over at Gab..  

kelli-: where's lil bro when you need him 

kelli-: hips move in circles 

Gabriela92: glances back... he's about 25 feet away, through the bathroom; LOL 

al_olderguy: almost seeing the underside of her breasts.. well if not I'm imaging them 



kelli-: hips swaying .. in circles 

kelli-: unbuttons the top button  

kelli-: watching the boys and Gab 

al_olderguy: watches as the top comes slowly open... 

Will 158: Im here ...  <smiles>  

D r a z: watching kelli as she teases 

kelli-: works in a circle 

Gabriela92: mmmmm 

kelli-: hips sweeping to the beat 

kelli-: wags my ass to the slowish beat 

kelli-: slinky moves 

al_olderguy: and a very nice ass it is too... 

kelli-: leans forward.. more cheek peeking out of the bottom of the boy shorts 

al_olderguy: this old guy on the recliner is undressing her in his mind..... 

kelli-: sweeping movements with my hips 

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

kelli-: unbuttons the next button  

al_olderguy: gulps.... 

al_olderguy: reaches for a glass of water... 

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar as the music ends 

kelli-: heal bounces on the bar 

kelli-: left leg moving to the beat 

al_olderguy: loving those legs..... 

kelli-: body swaying left and right 

kelli-: hands moving down my body 

kelli-: down to my tummie 

al_olderguy: imagines my hands doing that..... 

kelli-: unbuttons the bottom button as my body sways 

D r a z: watching the hands  as  kelli carresses and undresses 

kelli-: head moving back and forth to the music 

kelli-: right hand slips up under the blouse 

al_olderguy: waiting for the boy shorts to drop..... 

kelli-: left hand to my hips 

kelli-: GLWT 

Will 158: sips my beer a bead of sweat forming on my forehead 

al_olderguy: lol 

al_olderguy: hey.. I can imagine 

kelli-: right hand joins my left on the other hip 

kelli-: left leg moving to the beat 

kelli-: both hands move down my hips 

al_olderguy: hmm  nice..... 

kelli-: sking tight boy shorts  

kelli-: skin 

kelli-: hands surround the middle of the shorts 



kelli-: then slowly move down  

kelli-: upper thighs 

kelli-: left leg still keeping time 

al_olderguy: <imagination running wild... 

kelli-: smiles at al  

kelli-: hands slowly move up the front of my body 

kelli-: unbottons the next button up 

al_olderguy: smiles... 

kelli-: on left 

kelli-: one 

D r a z: smiles watching the buttons pop open  

kelli-: hips seem to float  

kelli-: slowly turns my back 

al_olderguy: watches those hips swaying.... 

kelli-: glances over my shoulder .. licks lips 

al_olderguy: hi dave 

kelli-: plants my feet facing away from you, feet apart .. leans forward 

kelli-: the blouse peals off my shoulder 

D r a z: gm dave 

kelli-: slips the blouse off my shoulders 

kelli-: then off and twirls it around 

kelli-: hips swaying 

RocketManFL: wtaching you  

hips rock to the beat 

kelli-: turns and throws the blouse to Draz 

D r a z: watches the hips as i catch the blouse 

al_olderguy: kelli in ... welll not much... is looking wonderful! 

D r a z:  and slips it in the back pack  

kelli-: skin tight boy shorts and bandeau  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: slinky S moves to the beat 

al_olderguy: see's the bumps in the bandeau 

kelli-: strutts to the middle of the bar 

al_olderguy: hmmm very sexy 

kelli-: sets my feet and leans forward 

dutchdave84: watches kelli smiling  

kelli-: hands move down my body 

Gabriela92: mmmmm, wow, Kelli... 

kelli-: up my thighs 

dutchdave84: hi gabriela  

kelli-: to the top of my boy shorts 

kelli-: straightens up and rolls the top down once 

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

al_olderguy: gotta admit.. those shorts don't leave much to the imagination 



D r a z: eyes on the shorts  

kelli-: rolls the band again 

dutchdave84: watches kelli, taking her beauty in  

kelli-: straightens up  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

al_olderguy: can I get out of this recliner now Bettena? 

kelli-: slowly moves to the edge and kneels  

kelli-: legs apart 

kelli-: leans back 

D r a z:  smiles watching  keli  ..... 

al_olderguy: hmmm loving the view... 

kelli-: body moving to the beat 

dutchdave84: closes jaw watching kelli  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

D r a z: mmmm we please 

kelli-: leans waaayyyy back  

kelli-: head touching bar 

kelli-: arching my back high 

kelli-: thrusting 

al_olderguy: <imagining..... 

kelli-: collape on bar 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z: stands by tje barwith aLAB robe  

dutchdave84: pinches myself, not dreaming any more  

kelli-: pulls my legs out from under me 

al_olderguy: such a beautiful pile of woman on the bar 

kelli-: jumps up ..  

D r a z:  smilesat kelli as i hand it to her............... and appliads .great danec kelli 

..............BRAVO 

kelli-: dances over toward Draz 

Washington_winds: greetings 

kelli-: pulls the robe on my arms 

D r a z:  smiles and slips the robe round kelli 

al_olderguy: stands and applauds Kelli...... 

al_olderguy: woo hoo! 

Will 158: smiles and claps loudly. 

kelli-: thank you Draz.. thank you guys 

dutchdave84: wow, kelli, applauds and whistles  

al_olderguy: sits down again before someone notices.. 

 

 



dutchdave84:  you are beautiful and a great dancer  

 

Gabriela92: watches Kelli's barely concealed body 

dutchdave84: me too   

kelli-: oops.. the robe opened  

dutchdave84: glances at her open robe smiling  

dutchdave84: winks at gabriela  

kelli-: smiles at Gab 

kelli-: did I do that?? 

dutchdave84: resits  

kelli-: stands back up on the bar in the open robe 

dutchdave84: mm looks up at kelli  

kelli-: twirls around so it flys out 

kelli-: swirls the robe as I dance to the bluesy beat 

dutchdave84: watches smiling  

kelli-: ties the belt behind my back 

kelli-: rolls my hips to the beat 

dutchdave84: leans back looking up  

kelli-: slow bluesy dance 

kelli-: waits for the next song 

kelli-: smiles at dave 

dutchdave84: smiles back  

kelli-: breaks into dance 

Gabriela92: I guess so, Kelli... LOL 

kelli-: jerky little dance  

kelli-: hands high 

dutchdave84: scans her body  

dutchdave84: smiling eyes on panties  

kelli-: legs wobbling to the jerky beat 

kelli-: hips working the music 

kelli-: thrusting left left right right 

dutchdave84: prevents jaw from dropping   

kelli-: boy shorts rolled down twice 

kelli-: lots of skin 

kelli-: hips roll  

dutchdave84: mmmmmmm  

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar .. looking down at you 

dutchdave84: reapplies my trousers  

kelli-: hands on hips as they roll 

Gabriela92: watches some of Kelli's butt crack appear as she rolls down the boyshorts... 

dutchdave84: smiles at kelli looking at her closely  

kelli-: turns my back to you 

kelli-: rolls my ass 



dutchdave84: oh my lord  

kelli-: drops the robe on the bar 

kelli-: breaks into dance 

kelli-: lifting legs high 

dutchdave84: pulls the robe out of the way  

kelli-: rolling my ass  

kelli-: almost a thong now 

dutchdave84: mmmmm looking at kelli's gorgeous hips  

kelli-: except for the straight across cut  

kelli-: ass rolling to the beat 

dutchdave84: and beautiful ass  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hands on hips 

dutchdave84: swallows  

kelli-: flexing ass muscles to the beat 

kelli-: bunns bouncing 

kelli-: rolls my hips 

dutchdave84: feels heat get up  

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

dutchdave84: eyes glued on kelli  

kelli-: hips thrust left left right right 

kelli-: hands over my head 

kelli-: the tight thin bandeau strapless bra clinging  

kelli-: show how excited I am to dance  

kelli-: drops to my knees 

dutchdave84: mmmm bra shows how gorgeous you are  

kelli-: hair moving back and forth as I lean forward 

kelli-: leans out over you  

dutchdave84: looks in kelli's eyes  

kelli-: feel my hair cover you as I shake to the beat 

kelli-: leans down and kisssssssssssssss you  

dutchdave84: mmmm feels ur lips  

kelli-: jumps up on the bar and laffs.. smiling hard .. dancing harder 

kelli-: hips moving  

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: ass moving to the beat 

kelli-: profile to you 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

dutchdave84: eyes follows the swaying of her hips  

dutchdave84: winks at kelli  

kelli-: watching you watch me as my finger roll the waist band one more time 

kelli-: hands high .. rolling my hips hard to the strong beat 

dutchdave84: swallows  



kelli-: slowly turns .. hips rolling .. hands high 

kelli-: looks back over my shoulder and winks 

kelli-: ass rolling to the strong beat 

dutchdave84: watches her amazing ass  

kelli-: leans forward and my hands appear between my legs 

kelli-: slowly move up  

kelli-: upper thighs 

dutchdave84: readjusts my jeans  

kelli-: to the top 

kelli-: legs keeping time to the beat 

kelli-: feels you watch as the boy panties roll one more time 

kelli-: hips swivel as I turn toward you 

kelli-: boy panties little more than a couple inch straight line 

dutchdave84: looks up at your hips  

dutchdave84: swallows  

kelli-: hand high over my head 

kelli-: slinkiy S moves to the music 

Gabriela92: nothing of Kelli covered except the absolute essentials... mmmmmmm 

dutchdave84: mmmmmmmmm she is hot gabriela  

kelli-: plants feet at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hands high..  

kelli-: hair flying 

dutchdave84: looks straight up at her panties  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: then roll  

kelli-: slowly back up 

kelli-: then turns 

kelli-: plants feed again facing away from tyou 

dutchdave84: mmm focussing at her panties  

kelli-: the back of the bandeau sags 

dutchdave84: oh my kelli  

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

dutchdave84: smiles  

kelli-: my hands move out with the bandeau in each hand as the music changes 

kelli-: hips move to the beat 

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: legs tight 

kelli-: ass bouncing  

dutchdave84: breathes again  

kelli-: moves the bandeau between my legs 

kelli-: and slowly pulls it out 

kelli-: body shimmys 



dutchdave84: looks at kelli's bare back and hands  

dutchdave84: leans forward  

kelli-: wraps it around the back of my neck 

rtoungman: moves closer to see better 

kelli-: hands high and shimmies 

kelli-: glancing over my shoulder and smiles  

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: to my hips 

dutchdave84: peeks for mirrors behind the bar to see kelli's reflection  

kelli-: smiles 

dutchdave84: closes jaw  

kelli-: pulls the bandeau around me and it becomes tight  

kelli-: walks over to the edge of the bar  

kelli-: sits infront of you 

rtoungman: pulls the table closer to me 

dutchdave84: mmmm kelli  

kelli-: was that better? 

dutchdave84: amazing kelli, oh my that was awesome!!  

kelli-: you didn't miss that dance 

dutchdave84: glances over ur legs upwards  

kelli-: smiles at Gab... Little brother did.. damn 

dutchdave84: smiles, no, i hae every move of you sketched in my memory  

kelli-: smiles... no you don't 

kelli-: there are sooo many more 

kelli-: smiles at Dave 

dutchdave84: cant wait to see you dance again kelli  

dutchdave84: gets up and puts the robe over kelli's shoulders stnding in front of her  

kelli-: thanx 

kelli-: jumps down off the bar and ties the robe 

dutchdave84: looks in her eyes smiling  

rtoungman: cant stand up 

kelli-: legs wobbly rt? 

rtoungman: ya 

dutchdave84: loves to do some other slipping grins  

kelli-: eyes fixed on yours 

kelli-: smiles 

dutchdave84: smiles back  

kelli-: staying? 

dutchdave84: definitely  

kelli-: pushes you back into your chair 

dutchdave84: leans back smiling  

kelli-: climbs up onto your lap facing you 

dutchdave84: mmmmm  

kelli-: hands on your shoulders 



kelli-: are you happy that I introduced you to LAB? through the web site .. etc? 

rtoungman: gets up to go to the bathroom 

dutchdave84: yes kelli, i am so happy you did  

kelli-: moves my shoulders to the beat 

kelli-: smiling at you 

dutchdave84: smiles back at kelli feeling you move on my lap  

kelli-: hands move over my head as I begin to dance on your lap 

kelli-: scooting up your legs to your body 

dutchdave84: watches and feels your body move  

kelli-: hips move around and around 

dutchdave84: this sure feels good kelli  

kelli-: begin to thrust against you 

dutchdave84: moans softly  

kelli-: leans into you 

kelli-: pressing my body against you 

dutchdave84: may i kiss you kelli?  

kelli-: uh uh 

kelli-: no no 

dutchdave84: my hands move to her hips  

kelli-: easy  

dutchdave84: feeling her body against me  

dutchdave84: the bra against my chest  

kelli-: changing the moves to match the slower song 

kelli-: eyes watching yours 

kelli-: feeling your hands gripping my hips harder through the robe 

dutchdave84: caresesses her back with my hands  

kelli-: hips begin to roll against you with the tune 

kelli-: hands move to your shoulders 

dutchdave84: moves my hips in time with you  

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: thrusts harder 

dutchdave84: pressing up  

kelli-: eyes narrow 

kelli-: mouth opens slightly 

dutchdave84: our hips moving together  

kelli-: hips roll slowly  

kelli-: whispers in your ear 

kelli-: climbs down off you lap and holds out my hand 

dutchdave84: takes kelli's hand  

kelli-: leads you to the other end of the bar.. finds key #19 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: leads you to the stairs 

kelli-: cumming? 

dutchdave84: follows kelli up the stairs, eyes on her ass  



dutchdave84: i am i smile  

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: gets to the top and turns the corner.. drops the robe on the floor 

dutchdave84: mmmmmm follows kelli  

kelli-: moves down the hall to 19, unlocks and holds the door for you 

dutchdave84: walks into the room  

kelli-: closes the door 

 

 

kelli-: breaks into a hard dance to the new song.. dancing around the LAB floor 

dirtyoldman23: applaufs kelli but xant stand up 

D r a z: watches as kelli  choo chos 

kelli-: dancing hard.. hair flying 

kelli-: hands out.. moving everything in different directions 

paveduck: woohoo kelli!  go girl!  

mylstoknowhere: i never push duck .... well not to hard anyway wink lol 

kelli-: jumps up and spins... comes down in a splits 

dirtyoldman23: yes yes kellu 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo kelli !!!! 

paveduck: splits .... oooo a flexible girl  

kelli-: rolls back up to my feet  

dirtyoldman23: wow amazing 

paveduck: good thing i have my bib on ... i can keep drooling  

kelli-: strutting dance .. over to and around the boys 

dirtyrpgirl: aw there is some vocals !! 

dirtyoldman23: what body control 

dirtyrpgirl: this one sounds good too Draz !! 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm dirts 

paveduck: howdy florida  

kelli-: move my hips.. left left right right 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: watching the boys watch me.. winks at dg 

D r a z:  winks at kellli 

joyful lia: hey im watching,lol 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and winks to kelli...and why wouldnt they !!!!...you sexy dancer you 

!!!...smiles 

dirtyoldman23: what moves kelli 

paveduck: definitely watching kelli  

joyful lia: checks my parts..padding myslef 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo lia !!! 

kelli-: smiles at Draz.. turns slowly .. shakin my butt to the beat 

joyful lia: grins 



dirtyrpgirl: omggg...lmaoo ,lia 

dirtyoldman23: mmmmmmmmmmm what a butt 

mylstoknowhere: grins at lia 

joyful lia: grins 

kelli-: hand up .. shakin my finger in the air.. hips swaying left left right right 

dirtyoldman23: shake shake shake what a booty 

kelli-: hands high.. hips swiveling  

kelli-: leans forward .. shake shake shake giggles 

dirtyoldman23: stops singing 

D r a z: smiles watching those hips 

dirtyoldman23: hi sweet 

kelli-: hands behind my head.. hips thrust to the beat 

kelli-: then swivel 

dirtyoldman23: what action, applauds 

kelli-: giggles .. jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: rockin my body  

kelli-: left rightt left right 

dirtyoldman23: left right left right 

kelli-: slowly turning as my hips move in circles 

dirtyoldman23: straining my neck 

D r a z:  yes same guy 

kelli-: moving toward the edge of the bar 

dirtyoldman23: anukubf at kelli 

kelli-: leans forward .. rips my top off and swirls it in the air 

mylstoknowhere: and he's going bk to chat a noga 

dirtyoldman23: OH YEAAAA 

kelli-: tight bandeau shows off the finer points 

D r a z:  watching kelli as the top come sflying  

kelli-: thin material tight against my body 

dirtyoldman23: and how fine they are, smiles 

kelli-: whew!! 

kelli-: hands move slowly down my body 

kelli-: swaying to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: yayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy kelli !!!!...stands on a barstool and applauds !!!!! 

dirtyoldman23: amazzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzing kellu 

dirtyoldman23: clapping yes yes 

kelli-: moves in a small circle 

dirtyoldman23: clapping too lol 

kelli-: smiles at everyone 

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhh encore !!!!...woohooooooooooooooooo 

mylstoknowhere: smilesssss back  

kelli-: shaking my hips and butt to the beat 

dirtyoldman23: yes yes yes 

kelli-: hips swirl  



kelli-: leans forward.. short skirt rising 

kelli-: rolling my hips 

dirtyoldman23: new meaning to hippy  

kelli-: glancing over my shoulder 

kelli-: the skirt becomes loose 

dirtyoldman23: skirts can be so encomvering 

kelli-: smiles at dirtyO 

dirtyoldman23: yes a mind reader lol 

kelli-: lets the skirt drop to the bar 

dirtyoldman23: smiles back evilly 

D r a z: picks the skirt and top and puts it in the back  pack  

dirtyoldman23: \oh yessssssssssssss 

kelli-: waist band and virtical strip with disappears  

kelli-: hips rock  

kelli-: swivel  

dirtyoldman23: mmmm mmmm yes 

dirtyrpgirl: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

kelli-: hands high as I turn toward you 

D r a z: growls deep in my  chest as I watch kelli 

kelli-: tiny black patch covering me 

dirtyoldman23: sweet  

kelli-: rolls the bandeau once 

kelli-: then the bottom up .. once 

dirtyoldman23: hi ves 

mylstoknowhere: << grins at the song & thought of her wicked ways and the torture 

while glancin at lia tryin to pad herself under her belt heh heh heh 

kelli-: dancing to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: drops to my knees at the edge 

kelli-: legs appart .. rolls the bandeau into a small band across my hard nips 

kelli-: hands high .. dancing on my knees 

kelli-: rocking left  

kelli-: rocking right 

kelli-: leaning back 

dirtyoldman23: oh my YEA 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

scotman_1: bandage; 

kelli-: hips thrust.. 1 2 1 2 

D r a z: smiles and rocks  my head watching  kelli 

kelli-: then doubles  

joyful lia: gives dirtyo and program..just speak and it will type for ya,lol 

kelli-: leaning waayyy back 

mylstoknowhere: lol lia 

kelli-: head touching bar inback of me 



kelli-: hands move over my body 

joyful lia: lol..see myls..what happens when ima smart ass 

dirtyoldman23: amazing body control 

kelli-: collapse on the bar 

mylstoknowhere: mmhmm grinssssss 

dirtyoldman23: applauds what a dance kelli 

D r a z: stands at the bar and holds  a LAB robe for kelli 

mylstoknowhere: yay kelli stands and applauds !!!!!!! 

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

dirtyoldman23: applauds harder 

kelli-: push my arms into the robe 

D r a z: woo  hoo kelli ............. BRAVO BRAVO  

kelli-: blows a kiss  

dirtyoldman23: well done kelli 

kelli-: thank you everyone 

steve33_3: clapping and cheering 

D r a z: smiles and wraps the robe round kelli  

kelli-: glad you enjoyed 

steve33_3: woooooo! Encore 

dirtyoldman23: wonderful 

kelli-: kiss Draz.. thanx 

mylstoknowhere: woooohooooo kelli 

kelli-: maybe later steve 

D r a z:  smiles and ties the belt   

kelli-: don't wanna ware out my welcome 

steve33_3: a maybe is better than a no  

dirtyoldman23: that was amazing kelli 

dirtyoldman23: thank you 

kelli-: it was sooo much fun  

kelli-: that was .. spontanious dancebustion 

dirtyoldman23: lol 

dirtyoldman23: is that a new word? 

kelli-: I just made it up dirtyO 

dirtyoldman23: well i like it  

D r a z: passes kelli  her cindy  drink  

joyful lia: brb 

mylstoknowhere: hb 

D r a z:  hb lia  

dirtyoldman23: hb 
kelli-: thanx Draz 

 

 



kelli-: MJ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: whoop whoop 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

kelli-: rocking my hips 

indyjones42: you have enough shape kelli 

kelli-: left left right right 

D r a z: looks up at kelli on the bar 

kelli-: hands high 

pvclucygirl: you would look fantastic in it kelli 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya soulstealer 

kelli-: rocks hips in a circle 

kelli-: slowly turns 

kelli-: snaps fingers as I change the whole dance 

dirtyrpgirl: or not...giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: i guess we have no souls to steal !! 

kelli-: circles  

indyjones42: not my son 

kelli-: body rocking 

D r a z: damn we should have been playig some soul  

kelli-: grabs the crotch of my boy shorts and does the moon walk 

dirtyrpgirl: besides....i gots me a get outa hell free card !!!...lol 

D r a z:  laffs yes 

Old_grey_wolf: boyshorts were made for moon walking  

kelli-: rocks left and right 

kelli-: turns my back and rocks my ass to the beat 

indyjones42: nice ass 

kelli-: bottoms of my bunns hangin out  

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

Old_grey_wolf: one cheek at a time  

kelli-: moving hips in a circle 

kelli-: slowly turns 

D r a z: grins seeing  the cheeky dance  

kelli-: hands high 

pvclucygirl: woo hooo 

kelli-: fingers snapping .. sliky S moves 

kelli-: GOD I love that song 

kelli-: jumps down and sits in my seat.. rockin to the new beat 

dirtyrpgirl: it just makes your body move doesnt it..i know it does mine 

kelli-: hands high .. rockin  

indyjones42: well, my foot's tapping 

D r a z:  smiles and  looks at  kelli ......need a drink ? 

kelli-: 1/2 tank rising  

kelli-: dammit I can't stop dancin 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 



kelli-: rolls up onto the bar 

kelli-: flips over onto my feet and swivels my hips 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: hair flying to the wild dance 

kelli-: feet stomping out the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: who'sbad 

D r a z: slaps out  the beat  on the bar watching .......kelli is bad ...dirty is bad  

kelli-: leans down on one hand on the bar and runs in a circle  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles to Draz 

kelli-: flips over my head onto my feet  

kelli-: rockin hard 

kelli-: body flying every which way 

kelli-: hair flying in a circle 

kelli-: leaning back  

dirtyrpgirl: i was thinkin?....he cant have been to bad, i am sure my 8 y/o niece could 

have whuped his ass...lol 

dirtyrpgirl: i like this one too !!! 

D r a z:  laffs im sure too dirty 

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: hands following my hips 

Old_grey_wolf: eyes following kellis hips  

kelli-: hips swirl in a circle as my body moves around and around 

Old_grey_wolf: admiring her bare midsection as her half tee moves up and down  

kelli-: smiles at wolf 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar infront of you 

kelli-: plants feet apart  

Old_grey_wolf: smiling back...now admiring her hot little boyshhorts  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: hips thrust left right left right 

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: shoulders move to the music 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: flips hair over my back  

kelli-: leans back  

Old_grey_wolf: sitting back....my body moving too, willing you closer  

kelli-: hips thrust 

D r a z: smiles looking down the bar to the littlewild  dancer  

RocketManFL: enjoys show  

kelli-: slowly turns 

indyjones42: tiny dancer 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: hands clap over my head  

kelli-: 3/4 turn .. to profile 

kelli-: looks at the boys 



Old_grey_wolf: are tips acceptable for the tiny dancer?  

indyjones42: boys looking back 

D r a z: wink at kelli 

pvclucygirl: sips my champagne, what a babe 

kelli-: rips the 1/2 tank off and tosses it  

D r a z: catches the top 

kelli-: takes a few deep breaths 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: runs in place to the music 

kelli-: rolls over forward and lands on my feet 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo kelli !!! 

kelli-: pushing hands out .. lands on my heals 

Old_grey_wolf: a 10 from the British Judge  

D r a z: nice move  kelli 

kelli-: pulls in hands to my hips 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya red....smiles 

kelli-: left left right right 

pvclucygirl: hi redd 

kelli-: dancing hard 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: watching the boys 

kelli-: watching me 

dirtyrpgirl: play it girl !!!!! 

kelli-: winks at dg and lucy 

Old_grey_wolf: eyes on those boyshorts...  

kelli-: smiles  

dirtyrpgirl: winks back, smiling 

kelli-: hips roll to the beat 

kelli-: moves to the edge  

kelli-: pushing my butt out  

kelli-: rolling to the beat 

pvclucygirl: winks back 

kelli-: turns.. makes believe my heart is beating to the music 

kelli-: tapping my foot 

kelli-: heal thumping the bar 

kelli-: 1 2 1 2 

kelli-: hands left then right left right 

RocketManFL: damn need to o , ty kelli  have fun good people  

Old_grey_wolf: go kelli....  

dirtyrpgirl: gn rocket hugssssssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: wb Mj...smiles 

kelli-: blows a kiss to rocky 



Master_joe: ty dg 

kelli-: shakes my tush  

Old_grey_wolf: make those perky exposed nipples bounce  

kelli-: hips move in circles 

dirtyrpgirl: yw's Mj...smiles 

kelli-: circles  

kelli-: hips swivel 

kelli-: beat changes  

kelli-: stands on the edge of the bar facing you 

kelli-: sly grin  

dirtyrpgirl: how is it going cuntree? 

pvclucygirl: hi country 

kelli-: hands slowly roll the waist of the boy shorts 

pvclucygirl: watching kellis shorts peel down 

dirtyrpgirl: thats great !!...smiles 

kelli-: swirls and swivel as I roll them all the way around 

kelli-: second roll when my back it turned 

kelli-: hands move high  

dirtyrpgirl: awww thanksya cuntree 

D r a z: watches  the shorts slide down   

kelli-: slowly turn ..  

mrcountry_1: nice rolloff. smiles 

kelli-: hips showing as the song stops 

kelli-: hips thrust to the slow beat 

mrcountry_1: wtgg kelli- 

mrcountry_1: awesome dance 

kelli-: slowly rolls the bandeau 

kelli-: into a slim band  

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body 

kelli-: down over my slowly thrusting hips 

kelli-: down my thighs 

kelli-: up the inside  

kelli-: fall to my knees 

mrcountry_1: eyse kelli- dancin 

kelli-: hands move slowly up  

pvclucygirl: sips my champagne as i watch the sexy sexy kelli 

kelli-: over the skin tight boy shorts 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

kelli-: hands on hips..  

kelli-: thrust thrust thrust thrust 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hands up my body 

D r a z: grins watching kelli as she thrutst 

kelli-: leans back  



kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: head touching bar 

kelli-: back arching high 

kelli-: thrust  

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust  

kelli-: thrust 

mrcountry_1: nice hips kelli- you sure can thrust them high 

D r a z: holds a robe out for kelli 

kelli-: collapse onto bar 

kelli-: breathing hard 

kelli-: rolls up to my feet 

D r a z: stands and appaluds kelli   .......bravo  kelli 

kelli-: pulls the robe on 

mrcountry_1: applauds kelli- wonderful dance, enjoyed it so 

kelli-: thank you  

dirtyrpgirl: wooohooo kelli !!! that was some routine there !!!!...applauds 

kelli-: smiles.. that was fun 

D r a z:  passses the key to  room 8  to  lucy ..please take joe upstairs   

D r a z:  winks at kelli as she robes up 

kelli-: waits for Draz not to be busy.. then holds out my hands to help me down off the 

bar 

D r a z: helps kelli down 

D r a z:  smiles sliding her down my body 

kelli-: kisss.. thank you  

D r a z:  kissssssssss  hope the tunes were ok  

kelli-: and thanks for that great music 

kelli-: puurrrr fect 

D r a z:  laffs ok  hugssssssssss  you tighht 

dirtyrpgirl: very erotic dancin kelli !!!! 

kelli-: hugggssssssssssss 

kelli-: the music did it dg 

D r a z:  smiles great dancing 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..ohh i know !!! 

kelli-: MJs Billie Jean is my fav music video 

dirtyrpgirl: wasnt that where he first did the moonwalk? 

dirtyrpgirl: in that video? 

kelli-: no, I don't think so  

kelli-: but he did it soooo well  

dirtyrpgirl: ohhh ok 

dirtyrpgirl: yes he did 

kelli-: yes.. I guess it was .. good call dg 

 



kelli-: toe picking up the beat 

kelli-: hands tapping out the beat on the bar 

kelli-: shoulders begin to sway to the music 

eisyman: watches kelli toe and finger tap  

kelli-: head is still but the body moving to the jerky beat 

kelli-: eyes close .. smiles.. gets into the music 

eisyman: jerk around  

kelli-: listens to the new beat 

eisyman: sloooow  

kelli-: bites bottom lip 

kelli-: moves down off my seat.. slowly dancing around the floor 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli as she gets in the mood  

daven14578: sitting at bar 

kelli-: shoulders and body slinking around the bar chairs 

al_olderguy: watches the slow seductive moves 

daven14578: oh, hey trish, sorry missed when I came in 

kelli-: runs my fingers up davens back 

kelli-: moves around 

kelli-: swirling making the wrap skirt fly out 

kelli-: hands high  

daven14578: smiles at kelli 

D r a z: smiles watching kellis skirt flare out 

kelli-: long slow step then hips swirl 

kelli-: spins and takes another long step toward al 

al_olderguy: smiles... 

kelli-: lickes my lips as my hips sway to the beat 

al_olderguy: Watching kelli move... 

kelli-: pickes up the beat 

kelli-: body gyrates to the new rhythm 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

eisyman: circulation steps up  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: strutts down the bar  

al_olderguy: hmmm those legs... 

kelli-: exagerating hip movements 

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: slowly turns and swivels hips 

  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back 

D r a z: watches  those slim hips  

kelli-: foot pounding out the beat 

  kelli-: strutts 

kelli-: hands high 



eisyman: looks at that g-string when she sways  

kelli-: moves my hands down my body 

kelli-: licks my lips 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

eisyman: mmm...great struttin  

kelli-: hips rock forward and back 

kelli-: then sway in circles 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: watching the boys..  

al_olderguy: ennjoying the swaying curves... 

kelli-: left left right right 

D r a z:  winks att kellli as she caresses herself 

kelli-: swinging hips 

kelli-: smiles at Draz and my hands cup my breasts 

D r a z: watches the hands  

kelli-: eyes close .. head back .. squeeze 

kelli-: hips rocking to the beat 

kelli-: arms cross .. rip off the tank top 

al_olderguy: woo hoo! 

kelli-: dancing wildly ..  

daven14578: catches top as she tosses it 

kelli-: thin material of the bandeau hides little 

al_olderguy: (we know) 

kelli-: hands move to my hips 

DanKnee: *slips up while no one is looking and grabs a refill on my drink and mosey's 

back on over to my seat none the drunker*  

kelli-: swwwiiiivvveeelllll 

D r a z: watches the hands as they move over the hips  

kelli-: round and round 

kelli-: slowly turns  

al_olderguy: and the bumps in the bandeau.. 

kelli-: flips up the back of the wrap skirt and giggles 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder at the boys 

al_olderguy: nice ass 

eisyman: hopes he can catch the skirt soon 

D r a z: winks at kelli 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

DanKnee: woooo!!!! **claps a bit*  

kelli-: rocks hips hard to the beat 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: left leg moving to the beat 

kelli-: giggles .. that ends too quickly 

kelli-: hands move high 



kelli-: body moves in slinky S moves 

eisyman: naughty girl  

kelli-: hips rocking 

al_olderguy: <hands kelli another air guitar 

D r a z: she knows i lioke it that way  

kelli-: plays for Al 

kelli-: leans toward him 

kelli-: toss guitar back to al  

al_olderguy: catches it 

eisyman: hoping to get a glimpse of that g string  

kelli-: hips tossing left and right 

al_olderguy: fills in a bit 

kelli-: slowly turns 

daven14578: claps for kelli 

kelli-: grabs the skirt  

kelli-: swishing it around 

eisyman: has hands up  

kelli-: rolls the waist 

D r a z:  smileswatching kellli  

kelli-: pulls the button and pulls the skirt off 

al_olderguy: hmm nice 

kelli-: tiny tight thong swiveling with my hips 

kelli-: hair swaying  

kelli-: kneels on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: leans waayyy back 

eisyman: takes a deep breath and takes it all in  

al_olderguy: that thong is very tight... 

DanKnee: damn  

kelli-: rolls over and back to my feet 

eisyman: squeezable tight 

al_olderguy: hands dan a box of tissues 

kelli-: eyes locking on each guys eyes 

kelli-: tosses Dan a LAB towel  

D r a z: winks  

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: rocking the new beat 

kelli-: hips swing  

kelli-: hair toss 

kelli-: plants feet at the edge 

kelli-: legs apart 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

al_olderguy: gazes slowly up the full length of Kellis body 

D r a z: smiles as my eyes wander along the legs  

kelli-: over my tummie 



kelli-: down the tights 

kelli-: hips sway  

al_olderguy: my fingers twitching 

kelli-: hands slowly move up the inner tights 

al_olderguy: hhhhhmmmmm 

kelli-: eyes close as the reach the top or my thighs 

kelli-: trace the patch of material 

eisyman: exhales finally  

kelli-: hips thrust slowly to the beat 

kelli-: hand find the waist band  

kelli-: fingers slip under  

eisyman: sucks the air back in again  

D r a z:  watches the waist band  

kelli-: roll it down 

kelli-: once 

kelli-: watching your eyes 

kelli-: smiling 

kelli-: hips moving to the beat 

al_olderguy: following the moves of your fingers 

kelli-: rolls it again 

eisyman: one roll down on a thong....what can be left  

eisyman: whoa  

kelli-: hands move over my thrusting hips 

kelli-: follow the bands 

kelli-: to the top of the triangle of black material 

kelli-: trace across 

D r a z: smiles watching the hand 

al_olderguy: not a big triange... 

kelli-: then down the V  

kelli-: dancing harder 

kelli-: turning 

kelli-: shaking my ass hard 

DanKnee: Mmm, dang  

kelli-: leaning forward .. legs straight and apart 

kelli-: ass rocking 

D r a z: grins as  the hips bounce 

kelli-: flexing muscles 

al_olderguy: wonders how the gusset stays in place.. 

kelli-: ass bouncing to the beat 

kelli-: bends more 

kelli-: hands appear between my thighs 

kelli-: move up 

kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: rolls the bands one more time.. until they are straight across 



kelli-: glances over my shoulder 

D r a z: smiles at the mischief in kelli'seyes  

kelli-: hips begin to sway 

kelli-: winks 

kelli-: hips roll as I slowly turn 

eisyman: sees more black velvet 

kelli-: rolls the bandeau 

kelli-: barely coving the hard nips 

al_olderguy: watches the rise of kelli's breasts 

kelli-: hand slowly caress my skin 

kelli-: hips roll  

kelli-: plant feet at the edge  

kelli-: hands move down 

kelli-: hips begin to thrust 

kelli-: then roll  

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: roll 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: roll 

kelli-: to my knees 

al_olderguy: <thinks that thong may just roll right off... 

al_olderguy: <and hopes... 

kelli-: hands high over my head stretching my body 

eisyman: nah..squeezed too tight  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: leaning back  

D r a z: watches as kelli  stretches out leaving little to the imagination 

kelli-: waaayyy back 

kelli-: head touching bar 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

al_olderguy: imagines.. 

kelli-: collapse 

eisyman: stands..and gives you my hand  

kelli-: rolls up to my feet 

D r a z: woohhoo   kelli ............great dance   applauds ............ BRAVO BRAVO 

kelli-: thanx eisy 

D r a z:  stands next  the stage with a LAB robe  and holds it out  

kelli-: blows draz a kiss 

kelli-: dancing over to draz 

D r a z: catches the kiss as kelli danceover 

kelli-: push my arms into the robe 

D r a z:  wraps the robe round kelli and  gives her a big squeeze  

kelli-: flips the belt round and round in a circle 

eisyman: plush white robe  



kelli-: backs into draz 

kelli-: extra small .. just for me 

D r a z: laffs yes 

kelli-: and short 

al_olderguy: Appluds... 

D r a z: we ordered it in specially for  you 

al_olderguy: applauds even 

kelli-: motor still running under the robe 

eisyman: gives two thumbs up  

kelli-: smiles at the guys 

kelli-: HAHAHAHAHA 

al_olderguy: well done Kelli 

kelli-: thank you al 

kelli-: climbs down to sit in my chair 

kelli-: kissssssssssssssDraz.. thank you 

eisyman: watches kelli...sipping  

kelli-: leans over the bar .. smooch 

D r a z: kisssssssses kelli ..........my pleasure  

kelli-: sits and smiles at eisy.. that was fun 

eisyman: pushes the lemon in and out  

kelli-: are you having fun with my .. fruit? 

D r a z: good to see  you enjoy  yourself ........ we all appreciate it 

kelli-: I have a great DJ  

kelli-: wink 

D r a z: takes an exagerated bow 

kelli-: you know I could dance for hours 

al_olderguy: applauds Draz.. 

kelli-: he's the best 

D r a z:  smiles ty 

 

Kelli and Dirty 

 

kelli-: jumps off my chair 

kelli-: one hand on my hip 

b ettena: well done Gabriela ! 

kelli-: moving in a circle 

kelli-: head moving left then right 

kelli-: body opposite 

dirtyrpgirl: turns and follows you as you move around me 

kelli-: left left right right 

D r a z:  watches kelli and dirty dance together   



kelli-: hands clap out the beat over my head 

kelli-: whoo hooo .love this beat 

dirtyrpgirl: watching you circle me as i spin slowy....shaking my hiney 

kelli-: shakin my buttt 

kelli-: hands on your hips 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmm hot butt too 

mylstoknowhere: << luvs what this beat does to you 

kelli-: shakin my hair 

kelli-: backs up into you 

kelli-: wiggleeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my arms around you...hands flat to your tummy....swaying to the beat 

with you 

kelli-: pulls your hands to my hips 

D r a z: watches  the wiggling from both  

kelli-: shakin my butt 

dirtyrpgirl: popping my hips to your backside 

kelli-: body moving every which way at the same time 

dirtyrpgirl: shit brb 

kelli-: grabs your ass as you leave 

D r a z: laffssss 

kelli-: pulls off my top and flags it around and around 

kelli-: toss it in the air 

kelli-: catch it 

D r a z:  watches  as the top flies around  

kelli-: throws it at myls 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...sorry NOW gigi wants in !!! 

kelli-: hands high 

mylstoknowhere: reaches up and snags it outa mid air 

kelli-: body moving in crazy S moves 

mylstoknowhere: aaaaawwwww poor gigi lol 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hands move to hips 

dirtyrpgirl: poor gigi?heck poor meeeeeeeeeee 

mylstoknowhere: wink  

mylstoknowhere: i knew that 

dirtyrpgirl: winks back 

kelli-: LOL @ dg 

dirtyrpgirl: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

kelli-: does the disco move 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs kelli 

kelli-: points 

kelli-: turns to face dg 

kelli-: left left right right 

dirtyrpgirl: looking into your eyes as our bodies move in unison......so close together 



D r a z: grins watching  kelli and dirty .......  

kelli-: holds your hips  

kelli-: my lil bandeau jiggling to the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: singing...........good times.............................these are your good times 

!!....................... 

kelli-: leaning back 

kelli-: hair moving with the beat 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hips alternate bouncing back and forth to yours as i sway my hips 

kelli-: moves around you 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands up and down your sides 

kelli-: hands never leave your hips 

dirtyrpgirl: my fingers extending out to you 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: moves in close to you 

kelli-: face inches from yours as my body and ass move to the beat 

kelli-: slowly licks my lips 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmey's down..........swaying my knee's to you as my hands slide down your 

hips to your thighs 

kelli-: legs apart .. body moving .. weight shifting from side to side 

D r a z: watches the cuteass rock side to side  as dirtys hands caress the legs  

kelli-: my little skirt not in your way 

dirtyrpgirl: looking up at you.........................then stands back up...my long fingers sliding 

up your body....lfting your skirt some as i smile 

dirtyrpgirl: spins around...my arms in the air as i grind and rub my butt back to you 

mylstoknowhere: holds kelli's top to nose and breaths in her sweet scent at i watch the 2 

sexxxxy ladies dance soooooo sensualy 

kelli-: lips open .. teeth together.. hands on your body 

kelli-: ggrrrrrrrrr 

kelli-: ass bouncing to this new beat 

dirtyrpgirl: as the beat changes...i lean foward..............my butt protruding out as wiggle 

it back to you as i look over my shoulder 

kelli-: hands move to the waist of your skirt 

kelli-: find the button and zipper 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands to my thighs and down to my knee's as i lean foward more 

kelli-: lets the skirt fall as far as it will 

dirtyrpgirl: kinda blushes, as the back of my panties start to show 

kelli-: hands fly in the air .. shaking them .. CELEBRATION!!!!!!!! 

kelli-: grabs the bottom of your skirt  

kelli-: slowly pulls  

dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggggggggggggggggg...stands up laughing as it slides down 

mylstoknowhere: grinin as  the dirts panties start to show 

kelli-: taps your back and ass for drums 

kelli-: opens my mouth and grins at you 

dirtyrpgirl: looks over my shoulder again ....wiggling in my ass in my panties 



kelli-: dancing around infront of you 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling like the suntan girl !!! 

kelli-: stands and holds my chin.. studying you 

kelli-: hmmmm 

kelli-: licks lips 

kelli-: breaks into hard dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: standing up straight infront of you 

D r a z:  grins watchin  kelli as she  moves  to  the beat 

kelli-: hands on hips 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm looking you up and down 

kelli-: upper body moving 

kelli-: leaning back 

dirtyrpgirl: loving your moves 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: watching you as I dance around you 

kelli-: pretends to sneak up behind you 

kelli-: arms around your body 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands in the air,swaying my hips as you move around me 

kelli-: humps your ass to the beat 

kelli-: breaks out laffing 

kelli-: hands on your body 

kelli-: fingers wide apart 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs......making a suprised look on my face 

kelli-: hands move down your body 

kelli-: over your hips  

kelli-: leans into you 

kelli-: blows in your ear 

kelli-: giggle 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

kelli-: wanna stop ? 

D r a z:  smiles watching dirtyy get  the keli treatment  

dirtyrpgirl: grabs your face lightly and kisses you as you get close 

kelli-: kisss you back 

dirtyrpgirl: i dont want to......................but i need to 

kelli-: I know 

dirtyrpgirl: bout bedtime........sorry 

kelli-: ok .. smiles..  

 

kelli-: dancing crazy around dg 

kelli-: hair flying every which way 

kelli-: does the jerk LMAO 

kelli-: I'm talkin about this song 



dirtyrpgirl: i knowwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

kelli-: lets dance 

dirtyrpgirl: oh this medley again !!!!....wooohoooooo 

kelli-: come on  

kelli-: holds out my hands 

kelli-: get crazy with me 

kelli-: rockin my body back and forth 

dirtyrpgirl: puts on shome shorts the cover my bellybutton and a blouse that ties at my 

waist and hops up and down with kelli 

kelli-: pulls your ass out of the chair 

kelli-: tiny boy shorts and a 1/2 tank top 

dirtyrpgirl: my finger and thumb on my nose ...arm in the air as i shimmey down...like 

some dance i seen before 

kelli-: slowly circled dg  

kelli-: thrusting my hips left and right 

D r a z: they call me the wanderer .........  

kelli-: follows the changing beats 

dirtyrpgirl: bobbing my head back and forth as your butt and hips sway at my face 

kelli-: kicks my leg over your head while you are down 

kelli-: shakes my ass at you 

dirtyrpgirl: licks at your crotch......cause thats how i am !!!! 

kelli-: LMAO 

dirtyrpgirl: grabbing your leg and resting it on my shoulder.....and plays your leg like an 

air guitar 

dirtyrpgirl: damn...tune changes fast 

kelli-: tries not to fall 

dirtyrpgirl: puts your leg down and.............dances face to face with you 

kelli-: leaning forward inches from your face as my body goes nuts 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands on your hips.......shaking and swaying my hips and ass in unison 

with you 

kelli-: slowly spins in your hands 

kelli-: hips follow the beat 

kelli-: back up into you 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoooo....bending my knee's some....groping your ass as your back faces 

me....all the while grinding and rubbing my hips and crotch to your tight ass 

kelli-: hips thrusting my ass against you 

kelli-: hands over my head 

kelli-: tight lil body stretched back  

kelli-: grab a towel bee 

kelli-: LMAO 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my hands to your tummy as your body shakes and wiggles back to 

mine.......rubbing my hands to your tummy 

kelli-: hands move back over you 

kelli-: pulls your head to my shoulder 



kelli-: leaning back against you tightly 

dirtyrpgirl: my chin resting on your shoulder as i watch my fingers trace over the front of 

your boy style panties..............tracing to your mound over the material 

kelli-: mmmmm ... moves to the new beat 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my legs..move back and forth with my bare feet planted still....my 

thighs slapping to yours from behind 

kelli-: wiggling my butt against you ... pulling your hair up over both of us 

kelli-: kissing your neck 

dirtyrpgirl: then....................as i laugh...i do some cheesy 60's move...and sway my body 

to the left then the right, from behind you...watching us in the mirror on the dance floor 

wall 

kelli-: spins away and moves back facing you 

kelli-: moves in close 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles as i look into your eyes 

kelli-: hands on your shoulders  

dirtyrpgirl: pulling you into my body with my hands and arms 

kelli-: dirty dancing  

dirtyrpgirl: kissing you softly as the tune plays on 

kelli-: grinding against your thigh 

kelli-: stay close .. eyes locked.. licks my lips  

kelli-: moves to the new slower beat 

dirtyrpgirl: steps back now...crossing my arms at my chest and goes all gangsta as the 

tune changes 

D r a z: winks at dirty and kelli  as they  get funked up 

dirtyrpgirl: slightly turning my body to the right................. 

kelli-: smiles at your pose  

dirtyrpgirl: bopping my head to the beat.............letting my hips sway 

kelli-: back away .. the dances up in back of you 

kelli-: pokes my fingers into your back 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my head turn slowly as my eyes follow you 

kelli-: hands move around your body 

kelli-: feel me pull you back 

kelli-: crush my boobs into your back 

AlderaanYavin: slips into my usual seat 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning back to you...the back of my head resting on your shoulder as i feel 

your breasts at my back.............shuffeling my feet to the beat,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

dirtyrpgirl: wb alder !!!....smiling from the dance floor with kelli 

AlderaanYavin: hiya dirty...smiles and winks at the gals 

kelli-: hands slowly explore your body as I move to the rhythm 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands fall from my chest to your thighs behind me 

kelli-: feel my body push against you 

dirtyrpgirl: my body arched back to you....looking up at your froom your shoulder.....and 

kisses your chin 

kelli-: moves to kiss you  



dirtyrpgirl: starts to beebop my body to the driving sax 

dirtyrpgirl: tc rocket hb !!!! 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the sax 

kelli-: unties the top you have on 

kelli-: hands slip up under it 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling back at you..................wiggling and moving my body to the 

beat.................. 

kelli-: left hand on your tummie.. fingers wide apart 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling my bra starting to show as the top falls open at the bottom 

kelli-: rocks to the sexaphone 

dirtyrpgirl: lost in the groove of the sax  

kelli-: right hand unbuttoning the top 

dirtyrpgirl: the chanting rythum just takes over 

dirtyrpgirl: standin up npw..........my hands at the back of my neck....flipping my hair 

up............. 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing two steps from you...and spins facing you 

dirtyrpgirl: kicking my right leg up and out......rubbing it to your side as i look at you 

dirtyrpgirl: top open...red lace bra exposed.................as i get my groove on 

kelli-: watching you ..  

kelli-: moving with you 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping my leg...and slides to the left....snapping my hips 

kelli-: hands over my head ..  

kelli-: lost the music 

dirtyrpgirl: my elbow at my side and hands clapping as i slide back to the left....giving my 

ass a little wiggle 

Gabriela92: me too 

dirtyrpgirl: well damn...me tooooooooooooooooooo 

kelli-: go for it if you can 

dirtyrpgirl: bending over at my hips...letting my hair hang down...and then tossing it back 

dirtyrpgirl: as i stand up agan and hug you...kissing your lips 

dirtyrpgirl: muasic is back !!! 

kelli-: kiss you back .. hands around your hips 

dirtyrpgirl: slips out of the top and adjusting the cups on my bra............ 

kelli-: slithers down the front of you  

dirtyrpgirl: spins around.....letting my long legs twist............shaking my hiney to the beat 

D r a z: press ctrl gabri 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm smiles watching you and putting my hand on 

your shoulders 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my ass and hip.........the front of my tight shorts so close to your face 

kelli-: hands moving slowly down your body as I bend my knees and slowly move down 

kelli-: hands move around to the back of your thighs 

dirtyrpgirl: my buttcheeks hanging out of my shorts dancing in front of you as you 

shimmey down 

kelli-: squatting in boy shorts is giving me a wedgie 



dirtyrpgirl: rocking my hips left to right 

kelli-: runs my tongue up the front of your right thigh to the top 

dirtyrpgirl: omggggggggggggggg yesssssssssssssssssssssssss....opening my thighs and 

swaying my hips exaggeratedly 

kelli-: hands cut your butt cheeks as I swirl my tongue in your belly button 

kelli-: cup 

dirtyrpgirl: running my fingers down to your tounge.........feeling how wet and warm it is 

on my fingertips 

kelli-: sucks one of your fingers into my mouth 

dirtyrpgirl: as the music changes.......i watch you and gyrate my hips....thrusting back and 

forth to your face in a simulated sex act 

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

kelli-: dances a sexy little dance 

dirtyrpgirl: sways slowly as you stand up..... 

kelli-: takes your hand 

kelli-: dancing toward the elevator 

dirtyrpgirl: takes my hand into yours 

dirtyrpgirl: watching your ass shake as you move closer to the elevator 

kelli-: pushing the button and winking at Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and waves and blows Draz a kiss 

kelli-: body still moving to the beat 

kelli-: "DING"! 

dirtyrpgirl: moving tightly behind you...wrapping you in my arms as i watch the elevator 

dirtyrpgirl: yippie !!!! 

D r a z: catches  the kisses ........  

kelli-: moves us inside and blows a kiss to Drazman 

kelli-: doors close 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles as the doors close..and hugs you and kisses you 

dirtyrpgirl: oh my god....melts to the tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

 


